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IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE-MAIN COLLEGE BUILDING. .... 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF 
.. c 
)GRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS . 
... 
--------··-----~~ 
CATALOGUE 
FOR T:S:E YEAR 1887 
WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COURSE OF STUDY FOR THE YEAR 
1888. 
''SCIENCE WITH FRllCTJCE, I I 
1888. 
BY THE COLLEGE. 
AMES· 
JI 
... 
4 
, 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA: 
DAILY REPUBLl~H PRINTING AHO BINDING HOUSE 
1888. 
.. 
\ 
-
~I 
\ __, . 
CALENDAR FOR 1888. 
Term opens 
Entrance Examinations -
Recitations begin 
Term Examinations 
Junior"-Exbibition 
Second tern1 begins 
Entrance Examinations 
Recitations begin 
Term Examinations 
Bacca.laureate Sermon 
- \V.ednesday, February 29. 
{ 
Wednesday, February 29. 
Thursday, March 1. 
Friday, March 2. 
June 14 to 20. 
Wednesday, June 20. 
- Wednesday, July 18 
{
Wednesday, J uJy 18. 
Thursday, July 19. 
Friday,. July 20. 
November 7 to 14. 
8unday, Nov. 11. 
Address before 'rrustees - Tuesday evening, Nov.18. 
Commencement Exercises Wednesday November 14. 
Winter vacation from November 15, 1888, to February 28, 1889 • 
.... 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
Term Expires. 
First Di.strict-Hon. J. "\\". Garner, Columbus City, - 1892 
Second District-Hon. C. M. Dunbar, Maquoketa, - 1892 
Third District-Hon. R. P. Hpeer, Cedar FallR, 
Fourth District-Hon. S. P. Yeomans, CharleR f1ity, -
Fl/tit Di.strict-Hon . • Joseph l>yRart, DyRart, 
- 1890 
1892 
1888 
1890 Sixth Di.strict-Hon . . John Morrison, Hedrick, 
Seventh D'iBtriC't-Hon . • J. R Clarkson, Des MoineR, .,, 
Eighth District-Hon.('. M. Pa."l<•hal, New Market, 
Ninth District-Hon. Platt \\Ti<'k~, Harlan, 
Tenth Di,strict-Hon. D. W. Mott, Hampton, 
Ele'11Pnth DiRt1·fot-Hon. A. D. Pe('k, 8ac City, -
OFFH'ERH OF THE HOARD. 
Hon. D. \V Mott, Hampton, 
E. W. Htanton, AmeH, 
*Herman Knapp, Ames, 
J. R Lincoln, Ames, 
MEETINUH. 
- 1888 
- 1892 
1890 
-, 1888 
1888 
Chairman. 
Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
&eward. \.. 
The Annual meeting of the Board of TrusteeR is held on the 
second Wednesday of November; the other meetings are held in 
the latter part of November and in May. j 
•Gen. J. L. Geddes, for many yem-s treasurer and a member of the Faculty 
died in February, 1887, deeply mourned by all His place as treasurer was filled 
by the election of Prof. Herman Knapp 
. ---~- OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION. 
----------------·-·------- --------
*W. I. CHAMBERLAIN, A. M., LL. D., PRF~IDENT, 
Professor of Ethics and Civics. and Lecturer on Pracucal Agriculture. 
A. S. WELCH, A. M., LL. D., 
Professor of Psychology, Rhetoric and History of Civ1hzat1on 
M. STALKER, M.Sc., V. A., 
Professor of Veterinary Science 
J. L. BCDD, ~f. H., 
Professor of Horticulture. 
E.W. STANTON, M. He., 
Prefessor of Mathematics and Pohucal Economy. 
D.S. FAIRCHILD, .M. D., 
Professor of Pathology, Histology. Therapcuucs and Comparauvc Anatomy. 
C. F. MOUNT, C. E., 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
.JAMES RUSH LINCOLN, <;APT. 1st REoT. I N. 0 .. 
Professor of Military Science and Tactics 
BYRON D. HALSTEAD, He. D., 
Professor of Botany 
NORMAN C. BARRETT. B. He., 
f>rofossor or Mechanic-at Engmcering and Drawing 
ALFRED A. BENNETT, M. Se., 
Professor of Chemistry 
MRS. EMMA P. EWING, 
Professor of Domestic Economy. 
MISS CHARLOTTA H. STOCKMANN I 
Profe!lsor of German and French. 
•The President excepted, the Officers of Instruction arc arranged in the order of 
their appointment. 
8 
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HERBERT OSBORN, M. Sc., 
Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 
J.C. HAINEH, B.Sc., M. D., 
Professor of Physics, Astronomy, Analytical Mechanics and Thcrmnodynamics. 
Miss MARY A BLOOD, (1st term) 
MIHS ELIZABE'rH w. EATON, (2d term) 
Prcceptrcss and Instructo,r in Elocution and Rhetoric 
HEH.MAN KNAPP, B. S. A., 
Assistant Professor of Agriculture 
H.Ev. A. C. BARROWH, A. M., 
Profrssor of English Literature. History and Laun. 
MRS. IDA M. RILEY, 
Librarian and Assistant 111 Mathematics. 
MIHS ELIZABETH OOWDY, 
Tt>ach<>r of I>rawrng and Pamtmg. 
MIA8 ANN AR. OAFF, 
Tt>achrr of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 
FHl~~MONT 'rP RN ]i~R, !:\. M. E., 
Foreman and Teadwr m M adunc Shop 
W. B. NI L~~H, D. V. M., 
House Surgeon m Veterinary Department. 
O EO. F. OOODNO, B. He., 
Assistant m Chemistry. 
NON-RESIDENT LECTURERS. 
L. J. ALLEMAN, M. D., 
Suq~1cal Therapeutics. 
F. E. CRUTTENDEN, M. D., 
Ophthalmology. , 
ADDITIONS TO ANO CHANGES IN THE LIST OF 0FACERS OF INSTRUCTION 
FOR THE VEAR 1888. 
L. P. SMITH, M.Sc., 
Professor of Agriculture and Farm Supermtendent. 
MRS. IDA M. RILEY, 
Librarian and Instructor in Elocution. 
AGRICULTURE A.NO MEOHANIO A RTR. 
MRS. ELIZA OWJ4~NS, 
Professor ofUomescte-Economy. 
F. H. 8CHOJ4~NLEBER, M. 8. A., 
Foreman of the College Farm and of Farm Experiments. 
A. J. WIEC:HARDT, H. He., 
Foreman and Instructor in Machine Shops. 
E. J. CHRISTIE, B. He., 
Assistant in Chemistry. 
JOHN TILLIE, D. V. M., 
House Surgeon in Veterinary Ucpartment 
E. A. KlH.KPATRI<1K, B. H<'., 
Assistant in English Composition, Rheton<" and Mathemati<"s 
* 
Preceptress and Professor of German and French 
* 
Organist and Instructor an Vocal and Instrumental Mus1r 
*· 
Teacher of Painting 
. 
9 
*Positions to be filled bt>fort• the opening of rhe l ollt>ge yrar, Feb 29. 18tUS 
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List fo Students. 1887, 
HEHIDEN11 ORADUATlt~R 
NAME. 
Ooo<lno, 0. F. R. Re., 
Richman, E. R., B. R. A., 
Rcboenleber, 'F. H., H. H. A., 
Orcutt, I. H., Ph. D., 
Hit.('hcock, A. H., M. H('., 
P08T-O I<' 1'' IC Jt~. 
Ames, 
AmPs, 
An1es, 
Brookings, 
Iowa City, 
:-.q·~ :-.; I 0 HK. 
Bea<>h, K. A., An1es, 
Canady,<'. M., Zenorsville, 
< 'aspy, ~~ mma I., \\'hat <'beer, 
Christie, E .. J., Yinton, 
Clark, 8. H,, Ame~, 
Colton, 0. H., \\'a verly, 
Cotey, C. J., Arnes, 
Crawford, EsthPr, M iRsouri \"alley, 
Curtis..q,_ f'. F., Nevada, 
Faville, F., ·Osage, 
Felt, A. <1., Blairstown, 
Frater. W. H., ( 'laren<·e, 
Govier, 0. A., Mt. Pleasant, 
Hainer, ~orma, Aurora, 
Hansen, ~. E., Des Moines, 
Harpel, L. Y., Sheldahl, 
Kirkpatrick, E. A., Rhodes, 
Mally, f'. W., Des Moines, 
McCarty, 0. E., Newtm1, 
Miller, E. M., Des Moines, 
*Name of State 1s given m atahcs. 
COUNTY. 
Story. 
Rtory. 
Rtory 
Dakota.* 
Johnson. 
-Total 5. 
Htory. 
Boone. 
Keokuk. 
Renton. 
Story. 
Bremer. 
Story. 
Harrison. 
Story. 
Mitchell. 
Benton. 
Cedai:. 
Henry. 
Nebraska. 
Polk. 
Polk. 
Marshall. 
Polk. 
Jasper. 
Polk. 
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------------------ - -
__ Qsbor~1 A. E., 
Paxton, J.;- -
Perley, J. A., 
Peterson, W ., 
Randall, G. R., 
Sc~_e_!"merhorn, 0. L., 
Spencer, C. L., 
Kturtz, 0. W., 
\\"iJson, Ollie, 
BarneH, (;. Z., 
Bennett, H. ( \, 
Besser, E., 
Ferguson, C., 
Cary, C. A., H. K<'., 
Graves, F. H., 
Igo, W. H., 
Nelson, H., 
Patty, L. 0., 
Thurtle, R. P., 
Tillie, J ., 
Wilson, J. W., 
Abrahan1, J. 0., 
Allen, J. B, 
Baker, <"., 
Bartholomew, Ethel, 
Bartholomew, C. ;L., 
Bradford, S., 
Brandvig. A., 
Culver, J. M., 
Davidson, J. G., 
Dobbin, F. L., 
Ericson, E. L., 
Finnigan. C. A., 
LaPort;(' f'ity, 
Betott;-
Monticello, 
Harcourt, 
Warren, 
Jefferson, 
·Cleveland, 
Boone, 
Harper, 
Ktate Center, 
Iles Moine~. 
Harper, 
Higourney, 
:Millersburg, 
AmeR, 
Palmyru., 
A \'OCU., 
( 'arroJJ, 
Des MoineH, 
Kpirit lJak< ... , 
'rrner, 
JUNIUR8. 
Mt. PJea8ant, 
Council Bluff.~, 
Des Moinfs, 
Chariton, 
Chariton, 
Ames, 
Story l'ity, 
Glidden, 
l\lonticello, 
8tate Center. 
Story City, 
Montezuma, 
Blackhawk. 
-~--------
Jones. 
WPbster. 
Illinois. 
Oreen. 
Uliio. 
Boone. 
l{eokuk. 
--Total 2U. 
l\IarHhall. 
Polk. 
Keokuk. 
Keokuk. 
Iowu.. 
Htory. 
\\'arren. 
Pottawattamie 
( •u.rroll. 
Polk. 
Dickimmn. 
'ram a. 
-Total 12. 
Henry. 
Pottawattan1le. 
Polk. 
Lucas. 
Lucas. 
Htory. 
Story. 
Carron. 
JoneR. 
Marshall. 
Story. 
Poweshiek. 
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Frater, Grace t., < 'larence, Cedar. 
Gladson, W. N ., Corning, Adams. 
Gyde, J. E,, Tipton, Cedar. 
Henderfloo, J.~lla, Monticello, Jones. 
Hunt, C. W ., Logan, -- . -Harrison. 
Lightner, F. L., Chest~r Center, Pow~hiek. 
McCuskey, Lizzie, Defiance, Shelby . 
. Meissner, U. L., V\.rebster <'ity, Hamiltoa. 
Moulton, Laura, Ames, Ktory. 
Sheafe, E. A., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
Hheldeo, B. J., A mes, Story. 
Skinner, E. B., Orchard, Mitchell. 
Apencer, N ., Alden. Hardin. 
Tu.llmn.n, C. E., Keota, Keokuk. 
Thompson, W. L., Madrid, Polk. 
Tilden, L. <'., Ames, Story. 
\Vagner, Stella, Norway, Benton. 
Wu.rwick, \V. '1~., Holt, TayJor. 
Waugh, Nannie '1~.. Hazel OrePn, Delaware. 
\Veatherby, Floren<'P 11~, Defianee, Hhelby. 
Wentch, Julia A., 'l'raer, Tama. 
Wright, W. H., 08age, Mitchell. 
\Vormley, T .. J., Newton, .Jasper. 
Yates, Sherman, Tipton, Cedar. 
Ainsworth, F. \V., 
Ashworth, C. A., 
Barrows, W. 8., 
Bosquet, A. E., 
Buffington, 0. L., 
Ford, J. R., 
Fellows, J. 8., 
Gray, J. T., 
Geddes, T. A., 
Holbrook, E. M., 
?tlcBirney, J ., 
Nelson, 8., 
VETERINAHY. 
Brush Creek, 
Asbua, 
Ames, 
Pella, 
Kalem, 
Quarry, 
Milo, 
Rhodes, 
Ames, 
Des :Moines, 
Conrad, 
Avoca, 
-Total 37. 
Fayet~. 
Polk. 
Htory. 
Marion. 
Henry. 
Marshall. 
Warren. 
Marshall. 
Story. 
Polk. 
Grundy. 
Pottawattamie 
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-Pa-.x-to0-y ~ - -- t:olumbu~ City 1 Louisa. 
Platt, J. H., Montezuma, Poweshiek~-----
-
Rogers, F. L., Minburn. Dallas. 
Rogers, W. ( ~ascade, Dub~que. 
Sayer~. R. C., Algona, Kossuth. 
Sim.coke. J. o .. Htuart, Adair. 
Waters, J. R., ~Iontezuma, P<iweshiek. 
-Total 19. 
HOPHOMORES. 
Baker, J. A., State Venter, Marshall 
Banister, Nettie, ( 1 herokee, ( 1 herokee. 
Banks, J. E., Knoxville, Mll.rion. 
Bartlett, Mary, Auduhon, Audubon. 
Beard, J. A., Milo, Warren. 
Beyer, \V. 8., Manly, Worth. 
Bisbee, D. B., Ames, Ktory. 
Bower, Josie, Glidden, Carroll. 
Brady. H. L., Perry, Dallas. 
Brandvig, M., Story < ,i ty, Story. ' 
Broadhead, May, . Muscatine, Muscatine . 
Budrow, W. B., Ogden, Boone. 
Cameron, Maggie E., Sibley, Osceola. 
Chamberlain, H. W., Ames, Story. 
Christie, Inez, Yin ton, Benton. 
Cooley, F. H., Truro, Madhmn. 
Cutler, 0. I., Belmond, Wright. 
Day, H. B., Des Moines, Polk. 
Dennis, E. G., Corning, Adams. 
£i,itch, Julia M., Hae City, Kac. 
Gaston, Jessie E., Ames, Story. 
Gilchrist, Nellie E., Dunlap, Harrison. 
Goldner, F. L., Keota, Keokuk. 
Gossard, H. A., Ames, Story, 
Uraham, A. L., Atlantic, Cass. 
Green, B. T., Little Rock. Lyon. 
Hasbrouck, J., Humeston, Wayne. 
Hensen, W. R., Denison, Crawford. 
Hulse, L. E., Keota, Keokuk. 
Jacobs, H., Forest City, Winnebago. 
Johnson, Nellie, Alton, Sioux. 
Johnson, J. A., Munterville, Wapello. 
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··-· -- i{eiHey, .J. -A., Dunlap, H ii-rrtsmr. ---- -· -- -
Kerr, T. H., Cincinnati, Appanoose. 
Kimball, C. F'., Anamosa, .Jones. • 
Lamborn, <'. \V., l·~lliott, ~lontgomery. 
McClelland, A., 1<:m~t. Des Moines, Polk. 
:\[('('lure, Oertrudt>, Knoxvillt-, Marion. 
MeLaughlin, A . .A., \V .... hst.er <'ity, Hamilton. 
Ml·Phenmn, A., Ot>l wei 11, ~.,aye~ 
lliller, H. ( '., . \nws, Ktory . 
~I orris, H. W., Hrcfoks, .-\<lun1s. 
~forris, T. B., Hrooks, Adun1s. 
Newell, Belle, \ \" oocl w arrl, Dallas. 
Nichols, I. A., Olidden, Carroll. 
PhillipH, .J. I•,., l>eH Moines, Polk. 
Potter, <'. H., I .aM otlt-, Jackson. 
Happ,\ ... , ( )i·mge, Mitchell. 
Hickard, V\'. P., Humboldt, Humboldt. 
Richurdtmn, A. B . ])exter, Dallas. 
HolfH, H., Le<'laire, Hcott. 
Hoss, :Mary A., gxira, Audubon. 
8cluwl, l•.,rederic•n, Polk l'ity, Polk. 
Hchual, Lizzit-, Polk <'ity, Polk. 
Hchoenleher, J., Orant, 1\1 on tgomery. 
~cott, \\.. l T., Kheldahl, Ktory. 
Hcott, J<:llen, Dow <'ity, ( 'rawford. 
~hafer, n. ('., l>es MoineH, Polk. 
Hbelton, .J. A., Abingdon, Jefferson. 
1'4boem nker, \V., l\I uscat ine, M uscatiile. 
Thornburg, M. W ., Htuart, Outbrie. 
Hnyder, V., Dixon, Hcott. 
8tarr, P. W. Carson, Pottawattamie. 
Htenrns, C. H , Ames, 8tory. 
Htroud, J. H., Linden, Dallas. 
Thurleman, Rosalit>, Ame.~, Story. 
'rhmupson, Lettie C., Agency, \Vapello. 
\Vude, Libbie E., Htanwood, Cedar. 
\Vade, C. M., Ktanwod, Cedar. 
\\' atrous, Marion J., Des Moines, Polk. 
\Vheaton, G. R., Grinnell, Poweshiek. 
\Vhited, l\f yra, Alden, Hardin. 
Zj_mblenm.n, May, Boone, Boone. 
-Total 73 
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FHJ.;~HMEN. 
Abraham, 8allie .E., Mt. Pleasant, Henry. 
Aaams, F. c., Logan, Harrison. 
Adams, G. W .. Chapin, Franklin. 
Anderson, C. 8., :Madrid, Boone. 
Anderson, Minnie, Jefferson, <treene. 
Beals, Grace G., Polk, Polk. 
Bishop, J. A., J ,exi ngton, Washington. 
Blue, W., Charlton, Lucas. 
Blyler, J. R., Mitchellville, Polk. 
Bolles, W. E., Ridgeway, \Vinnesbiek. 
BramhaJl, J. A., Carlisle, \\'arren. 
Carter, D. M., Orange City, Rioux. 
Chamberlain, J. ~., Ames, Ktory. 
Clemens, Alice < '., Deadwood, Dakota. 
Cowan, T. J., Newton, Jasper. 
Crosby, H., Ji"'loyd, Ji'Joya. 
Culver, J.M., <Hidden, Carroll. 
Davidson, C. D., Monticello, Jones. 
Davidson, F. JI~., Batavia, Jefferson. 
Dean, Nellie E., Des Moines, Polk. 
Dewell, W. C., Magnolia., Harrison. 
Dyer, R. M., Pleasant Valley, Hcotl. 
Eaton, E. N., Keota, Keokuk. 
Elden, Hattie J ., Jefferson, Greene. 
Eustis, G. D., Aplington, Butler. 
Farwell, Zelina, Monticello, .Jones. 
Georgen, J., Rockville, Delaware. 
Go~sard, Blanche, Ames, Story. 
Graham, J. M., Audubon, Audubon. 
Gilliland, Nellie 0., Jeffenmn, Greene. 
Hanen, S., Charles City, l4'loyd. 
Hardy, May, Ames, Htory. 
Harris, F., Coon Rapids, Carroll. 
Head, Kittie E., . Jefferson, Greene . 
Head, M. M., Jefferson, Greene. 
Hensley, C. H., Exira, Audubon. 
Henely, ~ Monticello, Jones. 
Hitchcock, H., Waterloo, Blackhawk. 
Hodson, F., 8alem,.., Heorv. 
Hogan, T., Iowa City, Johnson. 
IA low A STATl4~ CoLLlmJI; OF 
Holmes, H., Magnolia, Mitchell. 
Hough, llary, l'onway, Taylor. 
Howl\rd, T. H., Des Moines, Polk. 
Howell, tot 8 •• Iowa City, Johnson. 
l<-kis, J. 8., Afton, Union. 
Inglis, U. A., Hampton, Franklin. 
James, R. H., Ida Grove, Ida. 
Johnson, f'. \V., Ontario, Htory. 
Jones, E. N ., Ontario, Htory. 
Kennedy, :Sellie l'., \\'infield, Henry. 
Kepner, Helen, Lenox, ~raylor. 
Knapp, B., :.\mes, Story. 
Kinyon, H. l\I., ( 'lermont, Fayette. 
Kooser, S. H., Ame~. Htory. 
Kneedy, E. E., Red ()ak, l\lontgomery. 
Kreger, 14~. A., Keota, Keokuk. 
I...eonard, \V. E., ( 'orrection ville, "v'l oodbury. 
Maclain, D., Columbus City, Louisa. 
Mann, Alire, Algona, Kossuth. 
Mann, Bertha, Algona, Kossuth. 
Marts, L. 14,lorenct-, Polk rity, Polk. 
MeCarthy, R H., Antes, Story. 
McVarthy, Lizzie, Ames, Story. 
Mel 'uskey, H. B., l\lonteno, Hbelhy. 
~IcConnell, R. C., ('rocker, Polk. 
Mcintyre, .Maud C., Glidden, Carrol. 
McNett, Ji,. J ., Des Moines, Polk. 
Meisner, J. A., Hein beck. Grundy. 
' Mills, Ad~. Jeffenmn, Greene. 
Mott, D. \V., Hampton, Franklin. 
Moulton, 1\1., Ames. Story. 
Nichols, Linnie D., West Liberty, l\luscatine. 
Nichols, H. H., 8tate Center, Marshall 
Olmsted, R. W., Milan, Illinois. 
Parvin, W. E., Des Moines, Polit. 
Plltteraon, M. E., Correction ville, Woodbury. 
Perry, J. M., Jefferson, Greene. 
Peshak, A. L., St. Ansgar, l\Utchell. 
Potts, Mary, Jefferson, Greene. 
Quint, Violet W., Carroll, Carroll. 
Reynolds, N. B., Agency, Wapello. 
Rickard, H. B., Humboldt, Humboldt. 
AtHtHTI.'ITltlt: AND M1~CHANIC ART~ 
Hobert.a, l\linni~_ _ __ __ Dunlap, 
Root,· Bertha, -- ---- --- -A.nJ.es~-
Rchulte, U-. H., Clayton, 
Rkinner, U. C., Ced_ar Ru.p~<ls, 
Harrison. 
- Rtory. ---- ----
Clayton. 
Linn. 
Hmith, 1,., Orand .Junction, Greene. 
Iowa. ~haul, W. H., l\lillershurg, 
Steinburg, B. B , PreAton, 
Stevens, Kate, Mason City, 
Stinson, J. rr., Hed Ouk, 
Tnrr, W., \Voodward, 
Taylor, B. F., \VeMt Hide 
rrhurleman, E., Ames, 
Thurlemari, L., Ames, 
Thompson, A. A., Cnsey, 
Van Zant, W. H., Hheldah I, 
Waters, Ida M., Marshalltown, 
Whaley, Susie I,,, Dow City, 
Williams, J. W , Keokuk, 
Wood, I .... , Charles City, 
Yeisley, .Matie, \Voodbine, 
Young, Nellie, Woodbine, 
Zenor, L. L., Ontario, 
Jackson. 
Cerro < iordo. 
l\Iontgomery. 
Dallas. 
Crawford. 
Story. 
Htory. 
(}uthrie. 
Boone. 
Marshall. 
Crawford. 
I ... ee. 
Floyd. 
Harrl1mn. 
Hu.rriRon. 
Htory. 
17 
-Total, toa. 
KPf-1;< 'I AL HTUDENTH. 
Brush, C. C., Ames, Htory. 
Craig, J ., A hl>ottsford, Canada. 
Gillette, Mary, Davenport, Hcott. 
Granger, H.K., Ames, Htory. 
Kinsman, Rosa M., Winterset, Madison. 
Mott, Lincolnette, Hampton, Franklin. 
Mendenhall, M., Oskaloosa. MalutBka. 
Paine, E. K., Bandurant, Polk. 
Porter, Esther, Davenport, t5cott. 
Potter, Mrs. M. J., Oakland. 
Rohm, Bertha, Davenport, Scott. 
Ross, Mrs. Annie, Highland. 
Thompson, Harriet L., Davenport, Hcott. 
Wright, Lula B., Ames, Story. 
-Total, 14. --
.. 
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- ---- ----- - ----------
Resident ( iraduales, 
~niors, 
.Juniors, 
~phomores, 
lt,reshmen, 
Speeial Studen t.8, 
Total Enrollment, 
t., 
' 
~l'l\11\IAHY. 
-II 
56 
73 
I03 
14 
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HISTORICAL. 
In 1858 the l..Pgislature of Iowa passed an act to el:ltablish ''A 
Htate Agricultural College aud Model Farm," to be connected 
with the entire Agricultural interests of the State; appointed a 
board of commissioners to buy a farm and erect a c>.ollege build-
ing, and elected a board of trustee~ to select a faculty and organ-
ize a college. In 1859 a fa.rm of six hundred and forty acres, sit-
uated near Ames, was purchased for the use of the college. This 
college and farm were entirely an agricultural institution. 
In 1862 a bill was passed by Con1eress, entitled, "An act do-
nating public lands to the several States and Territories, which · 
may provide colleges for the benefit of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts." 
8ection 1 of this bill says: " Be it enacted by the Henate and 
House of Represent.atives of the United States of America, in 
Congress assembled, that there be granted to the several States 
for the purpose hereinafter mentioned, an amount of public land, 
to be apportioned to each State in quantity equal to thirty thous-
and acres for each Senator and Representative in Vougress to 
which the States are respectively entitled by the apportionment 
under the census of 1860: Provided that no mineral lands shall 
be selected or purchased under the provisions of this act.'' 
Section 4 requires: "That all moneys derived from the sale of 
the lands aforesaid by the States to which the lands. are appor-
tioned, and from the sale of land scrip, hereinbefore provided for, 
sh!!.ll be invested in· stocks of the United States, or some other 
safe stock, yielding not less than five per centum on the par value 
of said stocks; and that the mon~y so invested shall constitut.e a 
perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain forever undi-
minished (except as may be provided for in section fifth of this 
act), and the interest of which shall inviolably be appropriated 
by each Stp.te which may take and claim the benefit of this act, 
to the end'owment, support and maintenance of at least one col-
lege, where the leading object shall be, without excluding other 
scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to 
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teach Htl<'h brunelH.>:4 of learning as are related to agriculture and 
the mel'lmnic art.~, in imc.'h manner UH the Legislatures of the 
HtateH may providt>, in order to promote the Ii beral and practical 
educatiott --of th~ industrial <•lasl"es in the several pursuits and 
prof esi:;ious of life." 
Heetiou 5 Mays: ''Aud be it further enacted, 'rhat the grant 
of land and land scrip hereby authorized Hhall be made on the 
following conditiom~, to which, as well as to the provisions here-
inhefore contained, the previous assent of the several Htates shall 
he signified by Legislative nets: First, if any portion of the fund 
invested as provided by the foregoing section, or any portion of 
tht:> intert>Rt thereon, Hhall, by any at•tion or c>ontingency, he 
diminished or lost, it shall he replaced by the Rtate to which it 
belongH, so that the capital of the fund shall remain forever un-
diminhd1ed; nnd the annuu.l int.t->rt:>st shall he regularly applied 
without diminution to the purposes mentioned in the fourth 
section of this u.ct, except that a sum not exceeding ten per 
cent.um upon the amou 11 t re<•ei ved by any Ht.ate under the pro-
visiom~ of thiH u<'t. muy lw l'Xlwnded for the purchase of land8 
for sill's 01:..expt>rinwntal form!-!, whPrever authorized by the 1·e-
spt:>ctive LegiHlu.ture:-1 of said Ktat.PH. Keeond, no portion of said 
fund nor the interest then=on, shall he upplied, dire<·tly or indi-
rectly, undt:>r any pretense wlrntevet, to the purchase, erection, 
preservation, or repair of u.ny building or buildings." 
In 1H72 the Oeueral As-3e111hly acc•epted the grant upoti the 
conditions and under the restri<'tions contained in the act of Con-
gress, and by so doing entered into n contract with the General 
Oovernment to c. . rec>~ n.nd kt:>t:>p in repair all buildingd necessary 
for the use of thl .. Collegl... By th is action of the General Assem-
bly the ('ollc.->gt:> wus changed from a purely agricultural institu-
tion to a College of Agriculture und Mechanic Arts, with the 
broad and liberal course of study outlined in the following para-
graph. 
In 1882 the <ieneral Assembly pa8sed an act defining the 
cour::m of study to he pur::med, as follows: Heetion I. That section 
1621 of the Code is hereby repealed, and the following is enacted 
in lieu thereof: Hection :!o2l. That there shall be adopted and 
tuught at th~ State Agricultural College a broad, liberal and 
practical course of study, in which the leading branches of learn-
in~ shall relate to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and which 
shall also embrace such other branches of learning as will n10st 
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practically and liberally educate the agricultural and industrial 
clnsses in the several pursuits and professions of life, including 
military tactics. Hection 2. That all acts and parts of acts in-
consistent with thiB act are l1ereby repAA.led. _ 
Tbe income frmn the endowment fund averages about 
$45,000 per year, about $30,000 of which is expended tor sahuies 
Of professors, 8SNistant profes!ml'S, instruetOl"H U.Ud foremen. rrhe 
reuiainder iM required for the necessary runuiug expenHes of the 
various departments and minor expenditures of the College, und 
for the purchase of chemical, physical n.nd other appu.ru.tus. New 
buildings ure erected and repairs are niade fron1 special I..eglslu-
ti ve appropriations for the purpose. 
'rhe <1ollt>ge wus fornmlly opened 011 tht> 17th of .Mu.r<'h, 1869. 
LOCA'fION. 
'"rhe Vollege occupies u. dt-ltghtful u.nd hE>althful locatiou, on 
high, rolling lu.nd, a n1ile und u. half WeHt nf the town of Anws, 
at the junction or eros.~ing of two lineH of the < 'hicugo & North-
western H.nilwuy, in the c.·enter county (Htory) of the Htu.tc .. , und 
thh·ty-seven miles north of the city of Des MoineR. '"rhe railroad 
facilities for reut·hing Amf'H fron1 every part of the Htafe are 
good. Regular conveyances for pas~wngerH anrl baggage run be-
twPen tlw ruilway Htafion and tlw ('ollt•gt:> three limt>s each day. 
BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND EQUIPMENTS. 
The main College Huiltling iH four Htories high above the 
basement and is 1 ~8 feet loug by 11~ feet deep through the wings. 
In the basement (whic>h is nhuost wholly nbove ground and is 
thoroughly lighted uncl well ventilated) ure the dining-room, 
kitchen, rooms for help, and the armory. On the first floor, 
proper, are the cbnpel, the library, r< .. <>eption-rooms, recitn.tion-
rootn!', music-room~, and <•ffi<'es of the teucht-rs nnd of the stew-
ard. On the second floor are se\'eral r• citation rooms and rooms 
for students. On the third and fourth floorH ar~ students' roon1s and 
the zoological aud geological museums. About two hundred stu-
\ 
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dents can be accommodated with rooms in this building. All the 
rooms are heated by st.earn and lighted by electricity. Pure spring 
. water is supplied in all the stories of the building, forced up by 
steam pump. 
There are ·also two Boarding Cottages, brick buildings, afford-
ing rooms for ninety students, with dining-rooms, kitchens, and 
store rooms. The cottages are supplied with pure water and 
lighted by electricity. 
The Chemical and Physic>al Hall is a large two-story brick 
building, 70x44 feet, with a wing 61x31 feet. The first floor 
'mntains the chemical laboratories; the second the physical labor-
atory, apparatus, un<I le<'lure room, whil~ two draughtin_g rooms 
occupy the third floor. In the basement are the heating appa-
ratus and a large recitation room. 'fhis building is warmed by 
steam and supplied with water and gas. 
North Hall is u. two-story brick building, 40x70 feet. On the 
first floor are the rooms for the departments of agricultur~ and 
zoology, and on the Hecond floor are the rooms of the botanical 
department. 
Horticultural Hn.ll is a frame building, containing on the 
first floor a large lecture room and a tool room. On the second 
floor Is the horticultural nrnseum. The cellar has two large 
rooms, one for the storage of garden products, the ot.ber for the 
use of the nursery propagating department. A grafting room and 
propagating house are attached, heated by hot water. 
f-4outh Hall h~ a two-story brick building, which has been re-
fitted for the department of Domestic Economy, und contains 
the acces.~ories of a model home as well ns apparatus for instruc-
tion. 
The Office is a substantial two-story brick building, for the 
use of the Board of Trustees, the President, Secretary and 
Treasurer. 
Six dwelling-houses upon the College grounds are occupied 
by professors' families, und several othe1"8 by foremen and em-
ployes. 
The College Creamery, a frame building, is conveniently sit-
uated near the farm house. The farm barns are adjacent-one of 
brick, fo'r horses, and one large frame barn, in the basement of 
which is a stable for one hundred bead of cattle. 
The Veterinary Ruildings, costing ten thousand dollars, com-
prise a buUding for the offices and class-rooms of professors in 
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-t11i8 department, and a hospital with all the modern appliances 
for the treatment of diseased animn.Js. The Department of Vet-
erinary Hcieuce is the best equipped for the work of any in the 
Western Htates. 
The Work-shop is a two-story frame building, fitted up with 
power, machinery and tools for the prosecution of repuirs, U;Dd 
for inst.ruction in mechanical work in wood. 
The new Hall for the Departmeut of Civil and Mechanical 
Engineering is a substantial brick building, one of the most com-
modious and attractl \Ye on the { 1ollege Don1ain, and furnh~hes al I 
necessary accommodations for these rapidly growing depart-
ments; including power, 1uachinery and tools for working in 
iron and <>ther n1etals. 
THE <,OLI...EUE OR<>UNDA. 
The College Domain includes about 900 acres. Of thiR about 
120 ac>re8 are set apart for College Grounds. These occupy the 
high land of the southwest part of the farm and include the 
campus, 8hrubhery plantations, young forestry plantations, the 
flower horders and gnrdens, with the surroundings of the pro-
,,fessort'4' dwellings. <travel drives and walks lead to all parts of 
the grounds and to the various buildingR, and the true principles 
of landscape gardening have been so faithfully ob8erved in the 
grading and in the location of buildings and drives, as to make 
of the entire campus a large and beautiful park. 'rhe view of 
the surrounding country from the upper stories and towers of the 
Main Building i8 one of wide extent and great beauty. 
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D1rections to Canriiriates and Students. 
REQUIREMEN'l,S FOR ADMISSION. 
Students Reeking t.uhuission to the College must be at least 
sixteen years of age. 
CandidateR for membership in the Freshman class, must bring 
testimonials of good moral character and give evidence of a thor-
ough knowledge of Orthography, English Oramn1ar, Arithmetic, 
United Ht.ates Hh;tory, Hmuan PhyHiology (and except in the 
Veterinary couri;e) Algebra through Hin1ple equations, and those 
who wish to pursue Latin, espe(•iully in the g<.~ntlemen's courses, 
should Rhow u. thorough knowlt>dge of the Latin Para<lign1s, and 
of the Latin Re:uler or Lessons. 
Entrun<'l .. Examination~ will hp heh! at the ('ollege on tlw 
first and second days of etwh terru. The first class teachers' <>erti-
ftcat.(.ls of a eounty Huperintendent will he recei ve<l in lieu of an 
examination in the Htudies t>O\'l~red thereby. Hpecial arrange-
menh1 may he nuuie with the PreHident of the ( 'ollege for exami-
nntious by the prhwipuls of high,s<.•hoolR having an approved course 
of study, hut all HU<.'11 examinut iom~ and certificate~ niust date 
within one year. 
Camlidates may be <·on<litioned for one year in physiology, if 
their examinationR Rhow high stu.n<ling in all other re<1uired 
branches. 
('an<lidates for udvanced Htu.n<ling must pass examinations 
here in all studies pursued up to the thue and grade they wish to 
enter. Those from other <•ollt:>geH must bring certificates of hon-
orable dissmh~sion and marks showing standing. 'rhe latter may, 
on approval of the Faculty of t.he College, be taken in lieu of ex-
amination. 
N. B.-TltE COLLEGE YEAU btglus February 29, not In September. (See cal· 
endar, page Ii). That ls the only proptr time for nelT students to enter, unless folly, 
prepared for advanced standing. Still further, It ls nlmost Invariably true tl1nt even 
• few days' ab11ent".e at the beginning or any term makes real success Impossible for 
the tardy pupU, and greatly retards the cllU's he tries to overtake. Students who 
arrive later than the second \TePk of any term will not be adrultb:ld except on clear 
proofofablllty to oyertake and k..-ep up with the ~lass. One must be on hand when 
the train starts or wait for the nPxt tralp. 
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. HOW TO ENTER THE COLLEGE. 
-Persom:1 who desire to entN' the CollegP as new students 
should comply with tlw following directions: " 
1. First write to Hie President for college catalogue, and study 
carefully and comply \vith the ''Requirements for Admission" on 
page 24, immediately preceding this. 'l'ben write to the 
P.i·esident nhout one month before the beginning of the term, nak-
ing for a card of iuquiry and information. 
2. On receh·iug tlu .. cu.rd of inqui.ry, write an answer or>po-
site each questiou and mail the card to the President. If the 
answers you give act·orrl with the "Requiremc)lts for Admission," 
a card of introduction will be sent you, which Himply entitles you 
to admission on pnssiug th~ e~mninations or giving the required 
proof ot' proficiency. 
3. When ~ ou arrive. at the clpeniug of' the term, pre~ent thiH 
card of introduetion to the Hteward, in his office at the rear of the 
chapel in tlw main building; select your room, pay tho rent, make 
your deposit, {Aee page 27), and, without loss of time, show your 
receipt tlwrPfor to the President at his office, south of tlu~ mu.in 
building. If you have not the proper certifi<'ate of proftC'ie1wy in 
the studit•:i required, you will t.lwre secun• a card for examination. 
4. Attend punc·tually every examination at the thne and 
place indi<·ated on that card. '\\'hen all the examinations ure_ 
completed, and your standingH therein are marked on the card, 
return it to the J>reHident at his office. If you have pas.~ed the 
studies required with a standing of 3 or over, (4 being perfe<'t), 
you will then sign the Htudent's He<•ord Book and < 'ontract, nnd 
secure a card of clussification, whi<'h certifies your admission to 
the College and a8signs you to your proper clasRes. 
5. Present the card of claMSificotion to ea<'h of the teachei'R 
having ch urge of the elusses to which you are asMigned, aud attend 
thereafter every recitation of the term. 
The contract tJigned by every student upon entering the Col-
lt-ge and by the President of the College, iH as follows: 
We, the Faculty of Iowa Agricultural College, hereby agree that we 
will guarantee to the students of 1888 all the privileges and instnictions set 
forth in the College Catalogue, and that the Jaws we make shall be simply 
for their advancement and tlH' good government of th<' Institution. 
\V. I. CHAMUF.ULAIN, President. 
I hereby agree, on entering the Coll<.>g<', in 1888, that I will respect and obey its 
laws, anct, except in case of nrcrssity. 1lhwss or unforseen misfonunc, remain the 
entire term on wluch I enter 
Signed ..... _______ ...... Student. 
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THE CLAHRIFICATION OF HTUDENTS. 
Htudents having back studies at the commencement of any 
term may, at the disC'retion of the Executive, be classified in all 
such back studies. 
N. B.-To enable students to pass examinations in any back 
studies, such exam.inations as may he necessary will be held dur-. 
ing the first week of eac>h tem1. At the beginning of the year in 
Jt,ebruary uo student cun clas~dfy for promotion unless be ha..~ 
passed a satisfa<•tory examination ou all studies but one of the 
pre<>-ediug year, and that study must be passed hy the end of the 
first week of the next term. 
B!"""HPe notice In blatk faced type., 11agf' 2-i. 
HTUDENTK' EXPENSES, ETC. 
No charge is made for tuition to Iowa students. _.!o those 
who eome from outRide the Ktate $V>.OO tuition per term will be 
f'harged. 
14,or hoard, heating, lighting, cleaning and ".'are of the college 
huildingR, students pay less than the items actually cost the Institu-
tion. Injury to college property, of whatever Rort, is charged to the 
author, when known; otherwiHe to the section, or the entire body 
of Rtudents, as may Heem most jm1t in the given case. 
Htuden~~ who hoard in any of the college buildings furnish 
their own bedding, and all furniture for their roomR, excepting 
bedsteads, wm~hstands, tables and wardrobes, and are advised to 
bring from home c>arpets, t-tc>., to make their romns ('OJufortable 
nnd <>heerful. Male 8tudent~ in the lowt>r classes, not physically 
<li~ahled, are required by law to take tlu-- military <irill, and pur-
cha.~e uniforms therefor. 
The current expern~es of 1-1tudent.s during the year 1887, were 
ah<'ut a,q follows: 
In thr Mam CollE>gr Building __ 
Board prr week .. __ ._._._ ... ___ . _. _. ___ _ 
Lightmg and hratmg, prr werk 
Incidentals per wrrk _ _ .. _ 
Roomrrnt,prrterm. ___ _ 
Hospnal fers per trrm•. ____ . __ 
In tlw Boardmg Halls -
Board per we<>k __ .. _ .. _ . _.... . _ _ 
- - - - . -.. - S2 25 
40 
- - - - --- . - - :u 
. - .. - -3 oo to 4 oo 
75 
-- - ··- • - - ----2 ()() 
Fuel and ltghting, per week.... . __ . __ 
Janitor's fee, per term ...... __ . _ .. _ _ 
.. - - . - - .. - - .... - .. - . - . - . - - - 25 
Hospital fers, per term*._ ...... _ 
Room r<>nt ... _ .. _ _ ... _. ___ .. . 
-·-·- ···-·-·--· ·--· --3 ()() 
- .. - ... - - . - - - - - - - - - 75 
2 oo to 3 oo 
For day students·-
Janitor's fee, per term of seventeen weeks ____ ... _. _. _ .. _____ --· ·-- -4 oo 
"N<>TF.-A commodious and secluded hospital bmldmg 1s provided, and tlus 
hospital fee of 75 C'ents insures to each student free nursing and medical attendanC'r 
111 case of accident or s1cknrss. Tins gives the means also of checkm~ and controll-
mg the m<>asles and other C'ontag1ous diseases should they appear. The hospital has 
proved to be a gr<>at blessmg to the students. 
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As security for the pay1nent of all bills ago.inst him, en.ch stu-
dent, at the opening of the term, is required to mnke rlepmdts 
with the Ateward as follows: 
On board account in main building (for those who board there' 
On board account in boarding ball (for those who board there) 
On room and furniture account. .................. . 
On General breakage and damage account .... . 
S20 oo 
15 00 
s 00 
1 .00. 
These deposits will be returned on final sNtlcnu-nt at the close of the term 
All bills for each month must, wit.hout fuil, be settled at the 
Hteward1s &:ffiee on the second Saturday of the month following. 
The dining room will be opened on the e\·ening preceding 
the respective days on which the spring u.nd fnll tRrms commence. 
No allowance on board bills is made for o.hse1wes. Htudents und 
others who bring guests to their tables are required to· purchase 
meal tickets. All Htudents are required to board aud romn In the 
main building or in oue of the cottages, except when per1ni'ssiou 
to board elsewhere ha.~ heen for good rf:'u.son granted by \'JliR of the 
Faculty. 
Text books and stat.ionery may he purc>huMed at the College 
Book-store at ten per Pent. advanc-e on puhlitdwrs' wholeBale 
prices. 
MANlTAL LAROR-KHOP, LAHOHATORY ANI> Ji'IELD 
PH.ACTH 'E. 
The following regulationR in regord to munual labor have 
heen adopted by the Board of Trustees: 
1. The manual labor of students is divided into two kinds, 
viz: uninstructive labor, which shall be paid for in money; and 
instructive labor, which shall be compensated hy the instruction 
given and the skill acquired. 
2. Uninstructive labor shall comprise all the operations in 
the work-shop, the garden, upon the farm and elsewhere, in which 
the work done accrues to the benefit of the College and not to that 
of the student. Instructive labor shall embraC'e all those opera-
tions in the work-shops, 1nuseum, laboratories, experimental 
kitchen, upon the farm and in the gardens, in whi<"h the 1m]e 
purpose i& the acquisition of knowledge and skill. 
8. Htudents shall eng11ge in im-ttructive labor in the presence 
and under the instruction of the profef!:lsor in charge, according to 
the statement made in each of the courset"J of study. 
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4. The rompensnted labor furnished by the De-partn1ent of 
Agriculture and Horticulture, of Veterinary Hcience, and of En-
gineering, iH given hy each to its own students, and is eagerly 
1:mught. 
o. 0 'rhe ''details" of compensated labor Rupplied by tlw 
needs of the other departments will be given ft> the most faithful 
·nnd meritorious Htudents of the Course in Scienees HeJated to 
the InduRtrie~. 
(). lTnhlHlrll('tiVe labor is puid for ac>cording to its value to 
the ('ollege, liut no student should expe<'t to pay the main purt 
of hiH expenses by labor while here. 
GOVERNMENT. 
The c>rowde<l bui1'lings of the College and the nature of the 
exercises, c>omplicuted us tlwy are by laboratory work, Hhop prac•-
tice anti nuinmtl labor, lllake order, punetuality and systematic· 
effort indispemmh1l'. '!'his Institution, therefore, offers no in-
ducements to the idlti or self-indulgent. All who are too inde-
iwndtint to imhlllit to tiet>dful authority, or too reckless to accept 
wholeROJHl' rt:>Htru.int, ure u<lviRed t.ogo where the cour~eA of stud~· 
are easit>r, and tlw re<1uire111ents an• <'onsequently les~. 'I1he dis-
cipline of tlw ('ollPgt> iH coutint'd mainly to Fending away 
promptly thrn·l' who proVl' on fair trial und faithful u.dmouition to 
be of tlw abo\'e eht."'H, urul to be doing more harn1 to the institu-
tion thun c>an lie rompensnted by any benefit they may them-
Feh't>H rP«·eive. 'l'hoHP who ~hare llen• the ht>nefitH of the State and 
National endowmentH art> expected to show themHelves worthy of 
them. 
The USP of tobat•co by students is forbidden. The presenee of 
ladieH and of members of the Faculty in tlw various rooms and 
bu.lb~ renderH thiA imperutivt>, to suy nothing of other eonsidera-
tions. Those who are already ~o uddic·terl to the use of tobac«'<> 
that they <·annot <•heerfully submit to thiA regulation are advised 
to go elsewhere. Of course the use of intoxicating beverages and 
of profane and obscene language is also forbidden. 
PURLIC \VOHHHIP. 
Officen:i and students gather daily in the chapel for puhli«· 
worship. On f'4un<lay afternoon a discour~e iH given in the chapel 
by the President, one of the professors, or a clergyman invited 
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for the o<:cnsion. The object of these services is to emphasize and 
enforce the principles of morality and of tlie Clir1s'"thm re-Itginn; 
but iu a Rtate Institution like this it would be nmnifestly im-
proper to teach or to controY.ert the tenets of sectarianism. 
'l1he J-4,uculty require ou Sunday such conduct and decorum 
in and about tlie College buildings ns are fitting to the observ-
ance of tile Sabbath. 
('OUHREK OF 8TlTDY. 
Hix courHes of Htudy are offered, a.~ followH: 
( 1 . ) 'l.'he Gour Re in ScienceR Related to the Industries requires 
four years u.nd ninu~ to ~ive a liberal culture in the sciences nud other 
branches of learning which underlie the great industrieR of the 
eountry, without eHpe('ittlly directin~ it towu.rds any particular 
pursuit or profe!-\sion. 'rlJe degree of Ba<·lwlor of 8c>ience (B. He.) 
is <!OUferred upon those who con1plete this course. 
(2\) 1'he Gom·Re for Ladies requires four years and nw~t.8 a 
growii1g demaud f~u· the higher Pducation of women. It pro-
vides an opportunity for a more thorough Htudy of literature 
along with a s01uewhat lighter course in the natural sc>ienees and 
mu.thematic."!. It leads to the degree of Ba<'helor of Letters ( B. L.) 
'fhe other five courHes are technical and aim to meet tbe re-
quirements of u. special pursuit or profession. Those established 
ure us follows: 
(B.) The Course in Agriculture, which requires four years 
of study, leads to the degree of Bachelor of Hcience (B. Ht•.) 
( 4.) 7'he Course in Mef'.hanical Engineering, of four years, 
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (B. 
M. E.) 
(5.) The Course in Oivil Engineering, of four years, leads 
to the degree of Bachelor of Civil Engineering (B. C. E.) 
(6.) The Course in Veterina1·11 Science, of three years, leads 
to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (D. V. M.) 
The candidate for graduation in any course must have se-
cured a standing of 3 (4 being perfect) in all his studies, and in 
all technical courses must present a final thesis. Candidates in 
the Science and Ladies Courses prepare comn1encement orations. 
The theses and orations must be submitted to the Faculty four 
weeks before commencement. In preparing either, the student 
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at the beginning of the senior year selects aµy general study ill 
science or literature pursued by him, and announces such choice 
to the President and to the Professor under whom he pursued 
the study thus selected. 'fhe Professor will then, on eonsult-atkm 
with the student, assign to him some special topic or line of 
special in¥estigation, and will criticise and approve the general 
plan and method of his work during its progress. On comple-
tion of the theses or oration, the student will read it to the Pro-
f~ssor for final criticism. A neat ink copy must be made by the 
student on paper of uniform size and style, designated by the 
College, to be bound and preserved in the College Ii brary. 
The graduation fee in each course is five dollars. For the full 
~ourse of study in each of the above courses, and for remarks 
thereon, see the following pages. 
nr Hee notlte In black face type, page 24. 
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Course in Sciences Related ta the Industries, 
FIRST TERM. 
Freshpian Year. 
SECOND TEIU\.I. 
---------- --''------- ---- -
r Algebra, Advanccd-5• 
Drawing-2. 
Drill, M ilitary-2. 
Elec1ttion-1. 
English· Languai.:c· and Co111posu1011 4 
History- -5, or Latm-5. 
Lecture, Field, on Agriculture with 
practice~ hours. 
Stock-Brecd1ng-2. 
Botany, ElcmenJary-2. 
Drawing--2. 
Drill, Militarv-2 
Geometry-5. · 
Horticuhure-2 
Lectures, Field. on Hort1cultu11· wllh 
prarticc> 5 hours 
Rht.•tonc, Applied-3, or Lat1n-.i 
Zoology, Elementary 2 
FIRST TERM 
Sophomore Year. 
SEC'ONI> TERM 
Agriculture, Pract1cal-2 
Botany, Systt•mat1c-2. 
Chc1mstry, Gem•ral-3, 
Laboratory Pracuce- 2 ii 
Drill, Military-2. 
Entomology-2 
Physics, Mechanics-2 
Surveying, Land-5, eight wt.·t.'ks 
Practice, Field-2. 
Tngnometry, Platr~-5. 11111c weeks 
Botany. \'t.•gc:tabh· Anatomy-3. 
Laboratory Practu·e - 1 
Clll'nnstry, <;t'lll·ral-2 
Laboratory Pr act ice- 2 
Drill, M1htary-2 
(;t.'omctry, Analyucal 5t 
Hor11c11lturt• 2 
Physics, Heat - 3. 
loolo~y-3 
Lahratory Pr act icc-1 
---------------------~--- -
Junior Year.t 
FIRST TERM ~ECONI> TERM 
--------- ------------- - - ---------
Botany Cryptoganuc and Phys1olog1· 
cal-3. 
Lahratory Pr act 1cc-1 
Calculus-5. t 
Chemistry, <Juantitattvc- 2 
Laboratory Practtce-3 
Elocution-2. 
German -5. 
Law, Commerc1al-2. 
Literature, English-3 
Physics. Magnetism and Elcctncuy - ~ 
Zoology-2. 
Laboratory Practice - J 
I 
Chen11stry. orga111c-3 
Lahora1ory Practict.··-1. 
Economy, Pohttcal~-3 
Gt>rman-5 
L1teraturc, Eni.:hsh-5. 
Physics L1~ht and Sound- i• 
Laboratory Prac11cw 1. 
Physiology-4 
-- --------------------------------
Senior Y ear.i 
FIRST TERM 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-5. I or 
Astronomy-s. I 
Brain, the human-5, three weeks. 
Chemistry, Agricultural Lab. Psac. 2. 
Gardening, Lanscapc-r. 
SECOND TERM 
Civ11izat1011, History of 5 
Etl11cs and Civics-4. 
Medicine and Surgery. Vetinary-5. 
Oration, Preparation of -1. 
r 
Geologyfand M ineralogy-5. I or 
German-5. o ( 
Psycbology-5,'_fourteen weeks. 
-------- --------- -- -- ----- I 
* These figures indicate the number of recitations P'?r "'.eek. 
II In all Labrator.r work three hours count as one rec1tat1on. 
t Students standmg 3 70 in Trigonometry may take Analytical Geometry and 
1- omit Botany or ZoololO'. 
!· ' l In the Junior and Senior years the student is permitted to select from the 
~ I list for each term a number of studies aggrcgatmg not less than fifteen nor more I _t_h_an __ ei_· g_h_t_e_e_n_exercises per week. 
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The Course for Ladies. 
Freshman Year. 
FIRST TERM 
A lgcbra, Advanced-5. 
l>rawiug-2 
J..ronomy. Domesuc-1 
:.ahoratory Practlce--1. 
hlonu1011-1. 
English Languagt> and Conipos111011 4 
Frcnch--5, or Latin-5 
• SECOND TERM . 
Botany, Elcmentary---2. 
Drawing-2. 
Elocution- 2. 
Frcnch-5, or Latm-s 
Geometry-5. 
Rhetoric, Apphed-3. 
Zoology, Elementary---'2. (opuonaL 
Sophomore Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Botanv. SystPmauc-2 
Fn·11ch-4. or La1111-4 
fl 1,.tory. Ancu•nt-2. 
* And d101n· of Cht"lllJSlry-3. cllld 
).ahratory J>1act1Cl' -2, or any two of 
the follow• ng sncnccs En10111olo1u 
- 2, l'hys1rs-2, Tngononwtry- 5, 
n1111• \\'l•t•ks. .. 
SECOND TERM. 
Economy, Domestic-1 
Laboratory Pracuce·-I 
French-4. or Lat111-4 
H 1story, M odern-2. 
And a cho1c<' of two of the followmg 
~c1e11ccs Botany · 4. Clw1111-.try - 4. 
AnaJyt1cal Geolllt'try-5, Phys1cs-3. 
Zoology--4 
• Prov1dPd always that no sc1enn· shall he <'lccted for less than two terms. 
nor any wl11ch the pupil 1s nor prc•parcd to take. 
Junior Year. ,, 
FIRST TERM. 
Elocut10n-2 
c;l'rman-s 
Llll'ratun>, English- 3 
1 And choice of two of the followmg 
StudiPs,.. Botany 1· Calcnlns - 5. ' 
Clw1111s1ry--5, Phvs1cs-3, Zoology 
1. Co1111ncrc1al Law-2. 
SECOND TERM 
Economy. Domest1c-1 
Laboratory Pract 1ce-1 
German- 5 
L1tcrat11rc1 English-5 
t And choice of not less than thn:l' nor 
more than st x hon rs from the fol low-
mg studies L"hcn11stry-4. Pohtical 
Economy -3. Physics - 4 
t Por the amount of class and laboratory work see same yt'ar 111 Science 
l ourse 
Senior Year. 
FIRST TERM. 
Bram, the Human-5, three we~ks. 
Geology-5, or Chcn11stry of first term 
of Sophomore or Junior year · 
German-5. 
Psychology-5, fourteen weeks. 
SECOND TERM. 
C1vihzat1011. History of-5 
Etlucs and Civics-4. 
Orauon, Preparation of-1 
Physiology--4 
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The Course in !l.griculture, 
~-~~---~ 
Freshman Year. 
FIRST TERM 
1 Algebra, Advanced-5 
• Drawing-2. 
Drill, Military -2. 
g)ocuuon-r. 
Enghsh: Language and Comvos1tion-4 1 
History-5, or Latin-5 
LPctures, fiPld, on stock-breeding and 
care, with Practice 5 hours 
Stock-ht eedmg-2. 
SECOND TERM. 
Botany, Elementary-2. 
DrawinK-2· 
Drill, M1litary-2 
Geometry-5. 
Horticulture-2. 
Lectures, Field, on Horticulture, witb 
Practice 5 hours. 
Rhetoric, applied - 3, or Latin- -5. 
Zoology, Elementary-:z 
Sophomore Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Agriculture, Practtcal---2 
Botany, Systemattc---2. 
Chenustry, General---3. 
Laboratory pract1ce---z, 
Dnll, Military---:z. 
Entomology--2. 
Physics Mechamcs--2. 
Surveying Land-·-~· eight weeks. 
Tngonometrv. pla111---5, nm<• wreks. 
SECOND TERM 
Botany. Vegetable Anatomy-·3. 
1 Laboratory Practice--1 
Chemistry, General--2. 
Laboratory Practic<'---2. 
Drill, M1litary---2. 
H ort1culture---2 
Physics, Heat---3 
Zoology---3. 
Laboiatory Practice--· r. 
Junior Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Botany Cryptogamtc an<l l'hysiolog1-
cal-3 
Laboratory Pract1ce---1. 
Clwm1stry, Quant11ative---2 
Laboratory Prac-tice---3 
Hort1culture---2. 
German--5, or 
SECOND TERM. 
Botany, A pphcd---1. 
Labratory Pracuce--·r 
Chenustry, organic-··). 
Labratory Pract10<'···1. 
Da1rymg·-2. I 
I Law. Commercial-2, and I Ltteraturc. English--3, I 
Physics Magnetism and Elt>c-tnc11y---3. 
or 
Economy, Politica1--3 
Horticulture-) 
German--5, or 
l.1teraturc. English- 5. 
Farm and Garden lnstrucuon 8 
prr werk. 
hours ! 
Zoology--2. 
Laboratory Prac-uce---t 
Farm and Garden lnstrnct1011 l:I hours 
pc>r WC'f'k 
I 
I 
Senior Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Agriculture, Expcri01crital·--4. 
Anatomy of Domestic Anilhals-5. 
Chemistry, Agricul'tural Lab. Prac.·-l· 
Gardening, Lanscap<'···1. 
Geolog)·-·5, 01 
German--5. or 
Psychology·--5 
Stock-feeding--1. 
Farm Praccic-e 7 hours per wt•<•k. 
SECOND TERM 
Agriculture--3. 
Climatology- i. 
Civilization, History of---3. 
Drainage-1. 
, Ethics--3. 
Insects, lnjurions-1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
Pathology, Vegetablc--2. I 
Thesis finished 4 weeks before close of 
term. ' 
Medicine, V<'tcrinary--5. : 
Farm practice 10 hours per week. 
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The Course in Mech.tJ.-nical Engineering. 
Freshman Year. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
Algebra, Advanced--5. 
·Drawing, Free .band, 4 hours per week. 
Drill, M iii tary-2. l
l -- ;rawing\ Fre:~and, 4 ho~rs pei; week. I 
Drill, Militaty-2. · , 
I Elocution- -2. · 'Elocutfon-r. 
English: Language and Coll)po!\_ition-~ 
French-s. 
Shop Practice IO hours per week. 
----------- -- ---- - --
French-5. 
t 
Geome~ry-5. 
Rhetoric, Applied--3. 
Shop Practice ro hours per week. 
Sophomore Year. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
-------------- -- ---~ ------ ---
Chemistry, General-·3. 
Laboratory Practice-2. 
Drill, Military· -2 
Drawing-42. 
Geometry, Descriptive --2. 
Physics Mechanics--2 
Shop·work IO hours per week. 
Tri~onometry and Surveying- -5. 
Field Practice-r. 
Chenustry, General-3. 
Laboratory Pract ice-2. 
Drawing, Mechanical-·2. 
Drill, Military- 2. 
Geometry, Analytical-5. 
Physics· Heat -· 3 
Shop·work, 10 hours per week. 
,. 
' Junior Year. FIRST TERM. 
Calculus--5. 
Literature, English- 3. 
Physics: Magnetism.and Electricity-3. 
Shop-work 10 hours per week. 
Stereotomy and Drawing-4. 
SECOND TERM. 
Drawing, Mechab.ical-2. 
Economy, Politica1-:a, or 
Literature, English-5. 
Mechanics, Analytical--5 
Physics, Special- 3. 
Laboratory Practice-z. 
Shop-work IO hours per week. 
----------- --- -- - - ---------
Senior Y&ar. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
------- -- - -- -~---
Drawing, Mechilnical-2. 
Materials, Resistan<!e or-::-s. 
Mechanism, Principles of and 
! 
Engineering, Mecbanical-5. 
Thermodynamics -5 
l Shop-work IO hours per week 
1 
• Thesis begun. 
Designing-a. · 
Drawing, Mechanical-2. 
Engineering, Mecbanical-5. 
Physics: Laboratory Practice-2. 
Shop work 10 hours per week. 
Thesis finished-5. 
-r- - -
---------- -- - - ------- -------~-
A<1-RI<TLTCRF. AND MECHANW ART!-\ 
•.J w .-,n 
The Course Jn C1111J Enqineerin.q. 
Freshman Yea.r. 
FIR~T Tl-.R~I. ShCOND TERM. 
A lgehra. Ad.,,.anc('(l-5. 
Drawing, Free·hanrl .i houri. pct wN·k. 
Dnll, Mihtary-2. 
Butanv, l-.lt•111t"11ta1 \'-2 
Draw1i1g. Fn•e-hanit .i ho111 s pet Wt.«•k 
l>nll, Milttaq·-2. 
E loC'utton--1. 
English, Lan~uagc ,u1<t Co111pos1t1011··.i. 
French-5. 
H1story-5 
Elocntron - 2. 
FrenC"h-5 
<; <-olllf'I n· - 5. 
l~hctottc. Apphrrl \. 
Sophomore Year. 
1-JHST ThR!\I 
Botanv, ~ystematH'-2. 
Chemistry, Genc1al-.i· 
Lauoraton Pr al lH'l'-2 
Drill, Mtlita.ry-2. 
Field Prarttct---1. 
l;eomctry. DcsC'rtpt1H·-5 
Physics ~cchanics-2 
Surveym~ and Tngo110111c11 y "i 
~hCO:'\ I> TJ-..Rl\I 
l>ri 11. Mt luarv- 2 
Field l'ractrrc·-r 
<rPomt-rn-. A11al\'11t al 'I· 
Phvs1cs Ht>al -1 
Survcyrni:. Ra1Jwuy .,, 
Junior Year 
FIR~T TERM 
Calculus-5. 
Matenals. Res1stanl'e of-5. 
Physics Magnetism aud Elert11CJl)··3. 
Stereotomy and Drawing-4. 
SECOND Tl·.RM. 
Eco110111y. Political· ·3· 
Elec1nc1ty. Special--3. 
Laboratory Practice-·2. 
Engineering, Sanitary--3. 
Mechanics, Analytical-5. 
Surveymg, Railway-3 
Senior Year. 
FJHST TERM 
Des1gning-3 
Geology--5. 
Psychology-5. 
Structures, Bridge and Roof -5. 
Wood, Structure of-1. 
Thesis begun, 
SECOND TERM. 
Civilization, History of--3. 
Designing- -5. 
Lectures-- 3. 
Structures, Bridge and Roof--5. 
Walls, Retaining--2. 
Thesis, Preparation of-3. 
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The Cour_se_ in I!eter1nar.l} Science. 
Freshman Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Anatomy of Domestic An11nals-5, 
1>1ssection and Cl1111c. 4 aft'n's per wk. 
Drill, M1htan-2. 
English LaniuagP and Compos1t1on-4. 
H 1storologY--2. 
Lahoraton Pract1cP--1 
ShCOND TERM, 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-2. 
1 
Botany, Elementary- 2. j 
D1ssect1on and Clinic, 3 aftern'ns p wk.
1 
Drill, Mihtary-2. 
Med1crne, Vetermary-5. 
Physiology--4. 
7.oology--2. 
Junior Year. 
FIHST TERM. 
Hotal1)'· Systemat1c-2 
Chcm1s11y. Grnrral- -J 
Laboratory Pr an 1ce--2. 
Dissection a·nd l lmu-. 2 aft'noons p wk. 
Drill, M1htary--2 
MatPna. Medica--4 
Phys1ology-- 3. 
7.oology- -2 
Laboratory Pract1ce--1. 
SECOND TERM 
Anatomy of Domestic Am1mals--2. 
l hem1stry- -3. 
Laboratory Practice- 1· 
Clm1c, 1 afternoon per week. 
Drill, M1htary--2. 
Mcd1c1nP, Vetermary--3. 
Opthalmology - 1. 
Pathology. General-- 2. 
Laboratory Practtce--1. 
Parasites, Ammal--2. 
Senior Year. 
FIRST TERM 
Botany, Cryptogam1c 2. I 
Laboratory Pract1ct• z. : t 'I. ·k. 
Chem1stry-2. , 1 :> 5 \ ee s. 
Laboratory Pr act ICP- J. 1 
Llm1cs--5. 1 after 
Pathology,Comparat1vc-2. I 5th week. 
Therapeuucs-:z. 
Surgery. Vetermary Pr111c1ples and 
Pracuce-3 
Thesis begun. 
SECOND TERM. 
Anatomy of Domestic Ammals-5. 
Cltmcs, five'afternoons per week. 
Medicine, Veterinary Principles and 
Practice 3 
Obstetencs- 1 
Opthalmology-1 
Surgery, Principles of Operauon---1. 
Therapeuttcs--2. 
Therapeutics, Surg1cal--1 
Thesis fimshed 4 w'ks before close term 
_._.,.,.~.·~-~...,~ 
- - " .~ · -·~f4144W4bh©W;ug;@Mil 
TIME TABLE OF LABORATORY EXERCI8EH AND 8HOP \\'ORK. 
fBl!:SHllKS. 
FIRST TER~.1. 
SECOND TERM. 
st:PHOMOR•:s. 
FIRST TERM 
SECOND TERM 
JUNIORS. 
FIRST TERM. 
SECOND TERM. 
SENIORS. 
FIRST TERM. 
SECOND TERM. 
I MONDAY. 
- 1-Shop Wort: - i 
l 
7:15-12:00. 
Shop \York. 
7 .15-12:00. 
rheml11tr1. 
(Engineers and 
Veterinarians 
Nurn1h11{. 
2-5 P M 
- !-Mhop Work, 1--5. 
; CbemlRtr7 
(General' 
2 -5 P M. 
I xeehanlcal Draw'g 
I 2-5, P. M, 
I Chemistry, 
1 (Veterinarians, 
I Botany. 
1 (~en:~~l). _2:-~,_!.: '."· 
I 
i - -
Meehanleal 
Drawing, 
2-5, P. M. 
Beehanf(al 
Drawlng. 
2-5, P M. 
Bechantcal 
Drawing. 
-- ~· P, ~~ 
Tt:ESDAY. 
hbop Work, 
7 15-12:00. 
Shop Work, 
7 15-12:00 
Chemistry, 
(General. 
SurvPylug, 
2-5. P M. 
Shop Work, 1-5 
t'hemlstry, 
'Vctermarians · 
Zoology. 
I General 
2-5, P. M. 
Shop Work, 
I- 5, P lit, 
Zoology, 
2-5. p lf, 
Jleehanlcal 
Drawing, 
2 - 5. P. '' 
8hop \fork. 
l-5. P. !>I. 
McehaDic&f -
Drawing. 
2-5, P. M 
WEDNESDAY. 
('hemli;try, 
'Engineers 
2--,J. P M, 
4 hemlstry. 
Veterinarians' 
2-5, P M. 
BotnnJ, 
1-4. P M 
--------
THURSDAY. FRIDAY. 
1 fr'ree Hand Drawing Free Hand Drawing 
9-11. 9-··ll. 
ft'ree Hand Dramnslfr'rl'e Hand Drawlnfl 
; 9--Il 9· ll 
I Chemistry. Shop Work. 
(General\ 1· -5. P M 
2-51 P M. 
I - -- --- --- -
. Mechanical Draw'~ llechanlral Draw•g 
I 
2-5. P, M 
Chemistry, 
(General: 
2 - 5. P M 
2·-5, P M. 
ZooloJrJ. 
Uotnnr. 
- - --- I 
2-5, P M 
11echanlcal Draw'gf 
2--St P. M. • 
~hop \York, 
1-5, P, M. 
Chemistry. ChemlstJ')', 
(Veterinarians) 
Botany, 
2-5, P. M 
Zoolog1. 
, (Veterinarians) 
2- 5, P M. 
Physics, 
(Gener all 
2 • 5, P. M, 
11echian1eai-Driw;tr! 
2- 5, P. M, 
Chtmlstr1, 
Botanr, 
2-5. P M. 
,,.hop \fork 
1-·5. P. M. 
Botany, 
2--5, P. M. 
Shop Work, 
1- 5. P. M. 
f'ltop Work. 
I- 5, P, M. 
Chemistry. 
2· -5, p, M. 
Chemistry, 
(Gcn·t and Agr"I) 
I Phrslcs, 
(Eng'rs) 2-5. P. 'M 
Chemistry, 
2--S· P. M 
• - I 
$ATl RDAY, 
Khop \fork, 
7--12 A M, 
Shop Work, 
r-51 P. M. 
Shop Work, 
1--S, P, M, 
> z 
>-4 -
TIME TABLE--·FRESHMAN YEAR. 
11 A M.--12. 
French-5. 
Latm-5. 
rrench-5. atm-s 
t 
I P. M -· 2 
Algebra--5. 
English Language and 
Lompos1t10n M. T 1 • ''. TH. 
Geometr}--5 
----------- ------
Trigonometry and 
Surveying- 5 
Anal~ t1cal Ge0111etr\' -s 
9-10 
History. w 1-. 
Elocution, Tl. TH. 
Agriculture, w. F. 
Chemistry (\'et.) M. ''· F 
Botany, M. w. I'. 
Htstorv, Tl· TH. 
Chemistry, 1 Vet.).., F. w 
Railroad Surveying- 5. 
FIRST TERM. 
2-3 .1-4. 
Algebrct- 5. 
E ngh!'h Language and Com- I I 1stor \ -5. 
pos1t1on ~' Tl \\ TH 
8ECON D TE IC\L 
Applied Rhetoric, \I ''· 1-. 
Botan} Tl. TH 
Elocut10n, M. "· 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
FIRHT TER:\1. 
10 -11 
Chen11str}, (1'.ng ) '' ,. 
Entomology. w. 1-. 
Botany. TV. TH 
Descrip.Geometq. Tl. TH 
SECOND TERM. 
Physic~,\\, M. 1-
Chem1stry, Tl TH 
Appl <l Hlrt'IOrlC 11 TH.1-·. I 
Zoology \I. \\. 
1'.loc11t1on Tl TH. 
11- I z. 
Lhem1~1q "'· n 1-. 
Phvs1cs Tl'. TH. 
Zoology, M. F. w. 
Horticulture. Tl. TH. 
, L hem1stry, 1E.ru~ M w '" 
Elocution. M, 
Domesttr Ecor1ont), Tl • 
Stock Breeding. Tl'. TH 
Military Drill. w. "· 
4 I' M --5 20 
Hon1culture, Tl. TH. 
Mtlttarv. w 1-. 
4 I'. \I -5 20• 
I I', M • 2. 
French. M. Tl \\. TH. 
Laun. M Tl'. w. TH. 
Military Drill, w f 
4 I' M, --5 20 
French, M.TV.W.TH 
Lattn. M. TU, w TH. 
Dom. Econom\. F ~-4 P. >tl.-5 
MilHan. \\, F • 
4 P M-:-s 2o 
TIME TABLE---JUNIOR YEAR. 
8 A M •9 
German-5. 
Elocution, n;. TH 
Resistance of MatN1· 
als-5. 
9-10 
Calculus-5 
Hort1culture. Tl. TH. 
FIRoT TERM. 
10-11. 
English Lnerature. :-.. ' ' t· 
Commercial I.aw, Tl TH. 
8ECO~D TERM. 
-- --- -------------- - --------
Gcrman-5. ; 
Special Physics. Tl' TH.F .
1 Political Economy-5 
1 7 A.~· -8. I 
Phys1olugy, Tl \\ TH. F. 
Horticulture,""·''. F 
Applied Botany. TL". 
Domestic Economv, M. 
Analyucal Mechan1cs--6 
Pohttcal Economy, M v., t. 
Da1rymg, Tl. TH. 
Physics, TH. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
---·-· -------------------- -
8 A. l\1,--y. 
Psychology--5 
Resistance of Materi· 
als--5. 
Thermo-Dynamics- 5 
7 A, ?it,•-8, 
9-10 
Anatomy of Domestic An· 
imals-5. 
' Astronomy-5 
Bridge and Roof Struc-
ture ·-5 
--------- - -----
10- II. 
Stock Feedmg and Experi· 
mental AgnculturP- 5 
Structure of Woods, \\. 
oECO:N D 'f EH)l. 
11-12. 
Physics, M. w I'. 
Chemistry. Tl TH 
Elocu11on Tl TH. 
Chemistry, Tl. TH."· 
Physics, M. w. 
Sanitary Engmeermg, 
Tl', TH F 
Jl-JZ. 
Geology-5. 
Mechanical Engmeer-
mg-5 
I I'. i.:. - Z 
Hotany, \I w t 
7oology, TU. TH 
Railroad Surveying, M. '' t 
Enghsb Literature -5 
.JI'. M -5. 
Z I', M.-j. 
Germ~n-5 
Landsi:ape Gardening. t 
Veterinary-:\ied1cme and-!---- --- -- -·- ---- -------------------
Surgery-5. Ph7s1ology, Tl'. w TH f, 
Mechanical Engineer· Farm Dramage and Agn· 
Roin0 g--a
5n·d culture-5. f Bridge Struc-
! tures- 5 
Etlucs & C1v1cs, Tl w. TH. I'· 
Lectures on Ci' ii Engineer· 
mg. M W F 
Retaining \Valls. TL'. TH 
History of C1v1hzat'n-5 
Disease of Plants, M. w F. 
ln1unous Insects, TU. w 
-... 
~ -... ::c 
> z -"'.) 
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IJ.lphabP.tical List of Text Books and Principal 
Books of Reference, 
AoRICtrr:rURE.-( ~ee Practi<'al Agri<>ulture and Experimental 
Agri<·ulture. 
A 1.<mRRA.-Loomh~. 
ANAJ,YTH' (tJWMETRY.-Newcoml>. 
ANALYTI<'AL MEC'HANIC8.-( 1 hur<>h. 
ANA1'0l\IY OJ.' Dol\IRSTH' ANIMALH.-Lectures. 
APPLIED BOTANY.-Lectures. 
ASTRONOMY .-Olmsted. 
BoTANY.-Oray, and LectureH. 
( 
1 AI.<'ULTTS.-Huckingham. 
I 
(
1 HE.l\IISTRY.-Sophomore Year.-(Pirst Term.)-Richter's Inor-
ganic Chemistry (Science and ~gricultural 
( 
1ourses). Rhepard's Elements of Chemistry (Vet-
erinary and Engineering Courses). (Second TeNn). 
Richter's Inorganic Chemistry. Douglass and 
Prescott's Qualitative Analysis (Sch~nce and Agri-
cultural Courses). Tyson's Examination of Urine, 
Le<'tures on Toxicology (Veterinary Course). 
Junior Year.-(Pirst Term.)-Classen's Quan-
titative Analysis, Douglass and Prescott's Qualita-
tive Analysis (Science and Agricultural Courses). 
(Second Term.}-Remsen's Organic Chemistry 
(Science and Agricultural Courses). 
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Senior Year.-(Jilirst Term.)-Frankland's Ag-
ricultural CbAmical Analysis (Science and Agri-
culturu.l Couraes). (Second Term.)-Prescott's 
Proximate Organic Analysis (Science Course). 
REFERENCES-Roscoe & 8ohorlen1mer's Treatise 
on Chemistry. Watt.q' Dictionary .on Chemistry. 
Wurtz's l>ictionn.ry on Cbemistif.v Rtorer's Illc-
tionary on Holubilities. Fresenius' Quantitative 
Analysi·s. Sutton's \"olumetric Analysis. Worm-
ley on Micro-Poisons. Taylor on Poisons. Works 
on Technical Chemistry. Vaughn, and others, on 
Prine Analysis. 
C1v1cs.-An<lrews' Manual of the Constitution. Lectures. 
CLIMATOLOGY.-Loomis, and Lectures. 
COMMERCIAL LAw.-Parson's Laws of Busines.~, Lectures. 
DAIRYING.-Lectures, Arnold. 
DESCRIPTl\'E OEOMETRY.-Church. 
DISEASES OF PLANTS.--Lectures. 
DRA WINO.-Lectures. 
DOMESTIC EcoNOl\fY.-Lectures. 
ELOCUTION.-Monroe's Sixth Reader. 
ENGLISH l.ITI<;RATlTRE.-Oreen's Hhort History of the English 
People. Various Annotate<l Editions 
of Chaucer, Shakespeare, etc. It is bet-
ter that al I should not have the same 
editions, but be able to compare the 
views of different editors. 
ENTOMOLOG y .-Lectures. 
ETHics.-Hickok's Moral Science.-Keelye. Lectures. 
EXPERIMENTAL AGRIClTLTURE.-Lectures. 
FARM DRAINAGE.-Lectures. 
FRENCH.-Various Authors read. 
HEOLOGY.-Le Conte. 
GERMAN.-Various AuthoJH read. 
GEOMETRY. --Loomis. 
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HISTORY.-('reighton's History of Rome and England. Green'~ 
Hhort HiHtory of the EnA"lish People. 
H JS'l'<>HY oF ( 'n·11,J~A·r10N .--Le<'tures. REFERENCF..S--Tyler'~ 
Primitive Culture. Tyler's Earl~· 
" History of M~ind. Lubbock'~ 
Origin of< ~ivilization. Hpen<:>er'::-; 
Principles of Roc>iology. Progress 
in <treat Britain. Huekle's His· 
tory of <'ivilization. Kindrt>d 
ArticleH in the E1wyclopedias. 
HoRTICTJ.1'l'RE.-- Le<'turei-i. Lindley's Theory and Prli.Ctic•e iu 
Hort icu I tu rt•. 
I N.Jl' KIOl'R INHg(·T~.--Le~tureH. 
LAN<H'A(rn ANll ('ol\IPOl-'lTION.--Lectures. \Yelch':.; Oran1mar. 
\\Talker's Analysh~ of the Eng-
li~h Renten<'P. 
LA'l'IS.--.Jo1u•i-i' Le!-!~ons. Allen and (freenongh's Orammar. 
\'urious Ji~ditiom1 of Latin Authors. 
MRCJIANH'AI. DRAWINo.-Krusi 
MIJ.I'l'ARY TA<"fH'1".--{Tpton'!-I tTnited ~tatt:-H Taetks. Hanlil-
ton's Elententary Principle~ connected 
witll the Art of \\"ar. Whet>ler's Art and 
~<'ien(•e of \\' ar. LPl'tureH. 
PttY8JOI.o<n·.--Martiu's Hunum Rody. 
PH \'Sl<'R.--Sophomore Yea1·.--( Jilirst 11e1·m.) - Lecture!-!.· Des-
c>hanel'8 :!\leC'lumit·A. (Second 7erm.)--De~C'hanel 011 
Heat. 
Junior Year.-(JlirHt Term.)--EJec·tri<'ity and 
Maguet iRm. Opti<>R nnd A<:>oustics. l>e8cbanel. La-
boratory Guidt>s: ~tewurt & Oee, < Hazebrook & Hhaw, 
Kohlrausch. 
PnLITIC'AJ, EC'ONO:MY.-F. A. "·alkPr, Mill, Oregory, "\\"aylancl. 
<'hapin, Perry, Newcomb, Ros<'llre. 
PRA<"TI<'AL AoHH'PLTl'RE. -L(lctm;es. Emerson aud Flint'!-' 
Manual, aurl Ht.orer's Agriculture 
PRI'N<.'IPI.E8 01'' MECHANICS.--Lectures. 
A<1Rrou1.TunE AND MEonANrc A R~r~ 
P~Y<'HOLoov.-I...ectures. REI<'ERENcEs-Hamilton's LectureR 
on Metaphysics. Cousin's :Modern Philosophy. 
Wayland's Intellectual Phllrnmphy. Morell'H 
History of Modern Philosophy. Mind, (A Quar-
terly Review). ~tewart'A Philrno\ophi<·aJ \Vorks. 
Ijotze's MicrocosmoA. 
RAILROAD SURVEYINO.--Rearles. 
H.J<~IHTANC'E OF MATERIAJ.s.-=Lectures. 
H1<~1'AININU W AI.LS.--Tate, .Ja<'oh. Allen. 
HHETORIC.--Lectures. Hill. 
Hrnw ANO BRIDGE RTRUCTURES.-Hhreve, \\' a<ltlelt. 
HANITARY ENGINEERINO.-Philbrick, Lathatn. 
H1·1<~Al\f ENGINE.--LectureR. Rankine, ~mith. 
8TJ.~REOTOl\IY .-Church. 
H11o«K HREJ<~DINH ANI> ... ,1<~1<;1,IN<L---Leetm·~H, and Mlle~, Hauuders, 
or Darwin's Plants and Anf-
malH Under f)omesti<·ation. 
HURVEYJNO.--Du.vies. 
THERMODYNAl\UCA.--I>u Bois. 
'l'RIUONOl\lETRY.--Wheelt-r. 
IN THI<~ YETERINARY CotrRE:--
ANATOl\lY.--Chauveau, Htrangeway, Perf'ivall. 
BOTANY.--Bessey, Gray. 
' ' 
( 'HEMISTRY.--Atttield, Oamgee'H Pbysilogi~al Cheml!-4try. 
CATTLE PRACTI<'E.--Hill, Hteel~, ('later, DobHon. 
DENTISTRY .-<'lark. 
E~UINE MEI>ICINE.-Williams. < ~rZ.Hwell, Roliertsou. 
HEI,l\IINTHOLOUY.--Cobbold. 
H ISTOLOG y. -Klein. 
1\fATERIA MEI>H'A AND THJ<~RAPJ.~1'1'JCR--Jt'lnlay Dun, Bar-
tholow, Wood, 
Ringer, Morton. 
OBSTETRICS.-Fleming. 
PATHOLOGY ( Oeneral).--~ h'e~n, \Vaguer, Hhakespeare. 
PATHOLOGY (Hurgical).--11'leming, Blllroth. 
PHYSIOLOGY.-Foster, Dalton, Landois, Flint. 
SANITARY SOIENCE AND POLH.'E.--J:."'lemlng. 
8URGERY.-Williams, ~'leming, Liautard. 
ZooLoGv.-Orton, Paokard, Brooks, Parker, Huxley. 
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Remarks an the Course 2n Sciences Related 
to the Industries. 
In the ft.,reshmen and Rophomore years this cours0' is clearly 
defined, and but few elective studies are offered. 
In the Junior and Aenior years, however, the student is per-
mitted to select for each term a number of studies aggregating 
not less than fifteen nor more than eighteen exercises per week. 
No study, however, can be selected unless the studies necessarily 
antecedent to it have been passed. Selections must be made be-
fore the expiration of the second day of the term, and once made 
cannot be ch~ged. 
Any me1nber of the Junior or Senior class who is a candi-
date for the degree of B. He., and who desires to pursue work in 
any general branch of study to a greater ext~nt tban is outlined 
in the general course, can do so if his written application for the 
same _receives the endorsement of the professor in charge of the 
given study or department, l\nd of the President, and provided it 
will not cause any conflict in the hours of rPcitat.ion. The 
amout of time given to such study as decided by the professor in 
charge will be counted as a part CJf the whole amount of work re-
quired. In selecting such additional work the other studies mak-
ing up the required number of exercises shall embrace the sub-
jects most clearly related to it, and this special study allowed 
NhalJ not exceed one-third of the term's work. 
Mathematics.- (PROFESSORS STANTON AND MOUNT.) 
[For Text Books used see pages 40 to 48.] 
ALUEBRA.-ln algebra there are two divisions. The first of 
th~e is composed of students who show by their entrance exam-
inations thoroughness in arithmetic and a ready familiarity with 
the principles of algebra through equations of the first degree; 
the second includes all students who obtain a high standing in 
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arithmetic, and pass the required examination in algebra, but 
who show in this latter study a want of thoroughness. Particu-
lar attention is given in this study to the explanatiou of the car-
dinal principles, and the drill in tl~e solution of problems and 
questions is conducted with referenc~ to fixing these prln~iples in 
the mind of the student. 
GEOMETRY.--All students who cmnplete algebra and secure a 
standing of three (four being perfect) in either of the divisions in 
algebra are permitted to enter the cla.i;;s in geometry. This class 
is divided into two divisions, corresponding with those in alge-
bra. The student is early taught the full meaning of a geometri-
cal demonstration. He is warned against learning any propmd-
tion by rote; and in order that be mt\y not fall into this error, he 
is, at the end of the first book, assigned original theorems, which 
he is required to demonstrate. He is expected not only to under-
stand thoroughly each proposition, but to be ahle so to arrange 
and present the points of proof fL'i to form a <'on1plete and perfect 
demonstration. 
'rRIGONOMETRY.-lnMtruction is given in this branch during 
the first niue weeks of the Hophmnore year. The clllSS is thor-
oughly drilled in the nature and use of trigonometrical functions. 
SURVEYING occupies the last part of the Sophomore year. 
Thorough drill is given in the use of 1mrveyor's instruments, and 
in the measurement of lines and angles and the comput.ation of 
• 
areas. 
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.-~rhis study is pursued by the 
Sophomore class during the second term. The course of instruc-
tion embraces determinate and indeterminate geometry, includ-
ing a full examination of the conic sections. The underlying 
principles are brought prominently forward and discussed. The 
student is required carefully to analyze each article. and solve the 
problem connected therewith. To secure thoroughness frequent 
reviews are given. 
CALCULUs.--Instruction in calculus is given during the 
spring term of the Junior year. To enter tbis class it is necessary 
that the student should have passed the lower mathematical 
studies of the course. In no case can this study be pursued suc-
cessfully without previous drill in analytical geometry. The l\h· 
struce principles of this method of mathematical investigation 
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are explained upon the theory of rates, rather than upon the 
theory of infinitesimals. Instruction is given by ~aily recitations 
and lectur~ w.itb a review of the week's work each Friday. 
rrwelve weeks are devoted to differentia1, and the remainder of 
the term to integral calculus. 
Pf"' See nmarlt11 ln black-faced typt1. page 24. 
Physics. (PRoFEs.-.;oR HAINI<~R.) 
[For text-books used see pages 40 to 411.] 
The study of Physic.~ begins with the Hophonwre year and 
extends through the Junior year. The following is an outline of 
the course of study: In the first term of the Sophomore year the 
main topics are: Composition and resolution of force; the ele-
mentary machines; lawR of motion; composition and resolution 
of motion; friction; work; kinetic and potential energy; center 
of gravity; Rpecific gravity.; elasticity; hydroRtatics and pneu-
matics. 
In the se~ond tern1 of the Hophon1ore year: Thermometry; 
principles of the measurement of beat; specific and latent heat; 
transference of heat; sources of heat; hygrometry; the relations 
of gasses aud vapors to heat; their behavior when affected by 
heat; conductivity of heat; the mutual relations of heat and 
work, serving as an introduction to thermo-dynamics. 
In the first term, Junior year, the n1ain topics studied are: 
g1en1entary laws of magnetisn1; the properties of the magnetic 
field; the potential; principles of magnetic n1easurements; 
~ources of electricity; galvanic batteries: Ohm's law and its ap-
plication to simple and divided currents; chemical and heating 
effects of currents; relation between electricity and magnetism; 
induced current.~; principles and instruments of electrical meas-
urements. 
The second term, Junior year, of the Course in Science, h-J 
given to the study of light and sound. The main topics are: The 
nature and the propagation of sound; laws of the vibration of 
sounding bodies; reflection and refraction of light; photometry; 
properties of mirrors and lenses; optical instrun1ents; radiant 
heat; polarization and the physical nature of light. 
This embraces the course of study in general physics. The 
Hubject is taught by lectures, text-books, and recitations. Expe-
rimental demonstrations are given of the in1portant laws and 
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principles; and, so far as the knowledge of the student will per-
mit, the practical applicationR of the physical IawR in the induE!-
tries will be indicated. 
In the second term of the Junior year the study is pursued 
by practical work in the Physical Laboratory. One afternoon is 
given to this work per week. 
To students who desire it, and who are properly qualified, an 
opportunity is given to take extra work in physics. The follow-
ing is an outline of the work offered : In the first term of the 
Renior year, a course of lectures in analytical mechanics especi-
ally adapted to further the study of advanced physics; methods 
of phy8ical investigations and the reduction of observations, in-
duding the method of least squares. Laboratory work two after-
noons per week is required. 
In the second term, Junior year, the students in the l4~n­
gineering courses take special work in electricity and magnetism, 
instead of the course in light and sound outlined above. A part 
of the term, however. will be given to those topics in light and 
sound which are of special importance to the engineer. 
Thompson's dynamo-electric maP.hinery will form the hosiR 
of instruction. Two exercises per week in the Laboratory are re-
quired. The new apparatm.~ recently purchased fo-r the depart-
ment is specially adapted for this grade of work. 
In the second term of the Renior year, the student continues 
the Laboratory work of the Junior year. Two exercises per week 
are required. Rpecial topics of practical and scientific value will 
be investigated; and to assist the student a weJJ-selected electrlcal 
library will be at his disposal for reference. 
Chemistry. (PROFEssoR BENN.b""l'T.) 
[For text-books used see pages 40 to 48.] 
Instruction in inorganic chemistry begins with the Sopho-
more year and is required in all the courses. During the first 
half of the year three recitations and lectures per week are devo· 
ted to descriptive and theoretical chemistry. The laboratory 
practice, six hours per week, is intended to illustrate the princl· 
pies studied in the class-room, each student being required to per· 
form all the necessary experimentation. In order better to train 
the student's powers of observation he ls required to describe the " 
apparatus used and the phenomena ob~erved and to trace the re-
lation of the reFtults to the principles which underlie them. In 
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the second half of the year, the same general plan is pursued in 
the recitations and leetures, with the addition of practice in solv-
ing problems, writini? reactions, and the study of the principles 
of <1ualitative-anatysls. The laboratory work,--stx hours per week, 
is devoted to qualitative analysis, con~isting of a study of solu-
bility, the examination of known material, and a separation of 
unknown mixtures. This term's work is required in the agricul-
tural, and in the course in science. 
t~uantitative analysis in the first half of the Junior year con-
sistH of density, gravimetrie and volumetric determinations and 
:-1t>par1ttions, using first pure chemicals and afterwards impure 
substances. The laboratory work occupies nine hours per week. 
In addition to recitationH upon the principles and methods of 
t1uantitative analysis, the student makes an elementary study of 
oxidation and reduction. 
'rhe study of organic chemistry in the second half of the 
.Junior year is experimental and theoretical, using Remsen's Or-
ganic Chetnistry a8 text-book and laboratory guide. 1,here are 
three recitatiom1 and three hourH per week of laboratory practice. 
Agricultural chemistry in the first half of the Senior year 
t'onsis~ of an elementary study of soils, manures, plants, milk, 
and kindred substances. Tbe work of the Junior year and the 
tirHt half of the Senior year is required in the agricultural course 
and ele(•tive in the course in science. 
The Htudy uf organic chemistry in the second half of the 
Keuior year comdsts of qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
organic compound8, comprising a Htudy of known materials and 
followed by an analysis of unknown organic mixtures. The text-
book is Prescott's Proximate Organic Analysis. This is a "four 
hour" elective in the course in science, open to students who have 
taken all of their above prescribed and elective work in chemis-
try, and in the order in which it is here laid down. 
'rhe studentR in the Veterinary course study chemistry for 
one year. The work is introduced by an elementary study of 
general chemistry, followed by a short course in quantitative an-
n.lysis. Urine analysis and toxicology occupy the remainder of 
the year. Chemical and microscopical examinations are made 
of urine in both its normal and abnormal conditions. The com-
mon organic and inorganic poisons are studied in connection 
with the· examination of foods and tissues in assumed cases of 
poisoning. 
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The Laboratory furnishes room for one hundred students 
working at one time, a11d is supplied with gas and water at each 
table. Ample facilities are ottered for all the work described. 
The work offered in chemistry is 8Ufficiently extended to 
furnish the student a good foundation for further study unJ re-
search, either as an original investigator or as a prttctical chemist. 
The work is recommended as much for its educational value as 
for its practical utility. Htudents in chemistry are charged sim-
ply the actual cost of the chemicals and other materials used or 
·destroyed in the prosecution of their work. 
Biology. (PR0.1<'ESS0RS HAUnBu, o~BoRN, t<'AIR<'HILI> AND 
t~TALKER.) 
Botany. (PRoFgssoR HALHTJ<;1>. l 
[For llst or text-books used see pages ·10 to 4S.J 
The study of botany begins in the Hecond term of the FreHb-
man year. The ground covered is that embraced in Oray'N First 
Lessons. In connection with this text-uook each student makes 
drawings and descriptions of root8, Htems and leave8 collected by 
himRelf. This is followed hy n. thorough study of the flower. 
The terms used in descriptive botany are dwelt upon, and all 
mP.mbers of the class become familiar with the mPthods of de-
termining the botanical names of plants. Each student is re-
quired to do some field work for every lesson, either in bringing 
Rpecimens to the clMs-room, or submitting p. written report of 
"' observations made. 
In the first term of the Hophomore yea!' the students study 
plants systematically and learn to recognize readily the most im-
portant natural orders. A herbarium of fifty species of flowering 
plants, named and neatly mounted, is required of each member 
of the class. In addition to this work in Etystematlc botany, a 
('ourse of recitations in advanced structural botany, using Vol. 1 
of Gray's Botanical Text-book, is pursued by the class. 
'rhe study of vegetable anatomy and physiology is begun in 
the second term of the Sophomore year. The students work 
three hours per week in the botanical Jaboratory, and with the 
compound microscope examine the minute structure of the roots, 
stems, leaves, ftowers and seeds of various plants. The accom-
panying class-room exercises consist of recitations upon, and 
elaborations of, the work pursued in the laboratory. Each stu-
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dent continues his systematic field work and adds fifty RpecieE-1 of 
flowerin~ plants to bis berbarium of previom; terms. 
In the second term of the Junior year students in the Agri-
eult.ural Course study the plants of the farm and garden. Hpecial 
attention is paid to the origination of varieties through cross-fer-
tilization and other meanR; the accumulation of new~character­
istics in plants; adaptation to conditions, and similar praetical 
problems in applied botany. 
The Seniors in the Veterinary ( 'ourse during the tirst tern1 
pursue a courRe of cryptogan1ic botany, including a i;ystematic 
study of the flowering plants injurious to domeHtic animals. A 
large part of the work consists of microscopic study of rusts, 
smuts, moulds, and ergot, from a pathological standpoint. The 
Hubject of bacteria receives its merited share of attention. 
During the second tern1 of the Henior year the Agricultural 
students reeeive instruction in the <liseaseH of cultivated plants 
and become familiar with the life history of the leading destruc-
tive fungi. The best remedies are pointed out and experimentH 
with fungicides are made by the cla."s. 
The Heniors in the ~~ngineering Course in their tirst ter1n 
Htudy the microscopic>al Rtrueture of various wo.ods. 
Htudeuts in the Hcience Course ~pecially interested in botany 
may continue their studies in that branch through the Junior 
and Senior years. The facilities for such special work are ample. 
'rbe laboratory is well equipped with apparatus for the anafomi-
eal investigation of plants, and the herbariun1, including all 
Jrroups of plants, furnishes means for excellent advanee work in 
systematic botany. Candidates for the second degree have 
abundant facilities for the pursuit of special lines of in vestigatiou 
in the various branches of botanical science. 
Zoology. (PRoFESsoK osBoRN.) 
[For text-books used see pages 40 to 43.] 
In the second term of the Freshman year students take up 
the study of general zoology by examining and making drawings 
of animals common in the locality. This work is supplemented 
in the class-room by lectures and recitations on the general struc-
ture, relations, habits, and distribution of animals. 
The first term of the Sophomore year is devoted to the subject 
of general and economic entomology, embracing lectures ·and dis-
cussions upon insects, with particular attention to injurious and 
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beneficial species. 'l'he studentR inake dissections and drawings 
of representative species, and a given number are collected and 
elassified. 
With-the second terni of this yeu.r the student begins the ad-
vanced study of comparative zoology by means of dh:;sections and 
microscopical study in the laboratory, along with lectures and 
class exercises. 'J'his term is occupied with invertebrate animals. 
The .first term oft.he Junior year is devoted to a similar study 
of the vertebrates. 
Brooks' Hand-book of I uvertebrate Zoology and Parker'i; 
Zootomy are used as aids in ihe laboratory, while the clWJs 
work and lectures embrace the ground covered in Packard's 
Zoology. 
The Junior students in the Veterinary Course pursue the 
~tudy of vertebrate zoology in class-room and laboratory during 
• the first term of tbe year, and in the second term two Pxercises 
per week are devoted to lectures and laboratory work upon the 
parasites of domestic animals. 
'l'he Heniors in the Agricultural Course may devote two exer-
cises per week to the study of insects injurious to the orchard, 
farm crops, and don1estic animals. 
'rhe Zoological Laboratory is supplied with twenty-four mi-
croscopes (Beck's Economic and Histological Dissecting), u. 
sliding microtome, and other apparatus for micrm~l'opicnl study 
and gross dissections. A supply of marine animah~. properly 
preserved for laboratory work, is kept on band, so that n thor-
ough study may be made of certain groups otherwise inacl'essibll• 
to inland students. 
1J.'be Zoological :Museum includes mounted Hpecinwns of a 
number of 1nammals ; several hundred birds, representing the 
avian fauna of the State; a large collection of reptiles and batra-
cians in alcohol ; a collection of Pacific Coast fishes, donated by 
the U. S. Fish Conuuission; a few native fisbeM, and a i;mall but 
typical collection of Jower in vertebra~, with a set of glass 
u1odels representing delicate marine forms. A set of Ward casts, 
illustrating the principal fossils, is of service in this study as well 
ll8 in geology. 
'rhe collection of insects embraces a large series of native 
species, in many instances all stages in the life history of un in-
sect being represented. Special care bas been taken to secure the 
species of economic interest. There are a1so coJlections of the 
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nests and eggs of birds, and of skulls, skeletons, and brains of 
vertebrates. These collections are constantly receiving additions. 
'rhe museum rooms, as well as the laboratory, are open to students 
for the direct study of Rpecimeus. \~isitors are admitted to the 
museum every afternoon from one to five o'clock. 
OpportunitieR are allowed for pursuing anvanced or special 
lines of study in zoology and entomology during the Junior and 
Kenior yearH, and also during the post g-raduate course. 
Physiology. ( PR<w1<;ss0Rs I<'A 1 R<. 'H 1 LI> AN I> s·r A 1~K ER.) 
(f'or text-book!'. used see pa~t-s 40 to 43.) 
l n tlw second term of tl.Je Junior year the study of con1para-
tive and human anatomy and physiology is taken up in a course 
of leetures and text-book exercises throughout the term. 'fbe 
general and special facts of biology and the anatomical struct-
ure.~ of the various organiRms are described with as n1uch min-
uteness of detail as the time will admit, followed by a resume of 
the subject, in which the t>volution of the different systems of 
organs h1 traced from their earliest beginning to their.most differ-
entiated forms. The <>mirse h~ introduced by lectures on compar-
1\tive embryology. 
By combining the different biological studies of the general 
course with certain studit>s of the Veterinary School, it will be 
seen that a Rtudent can devote two years almost exclusively to 
biological work. Those who desire to spend only a limited time, 
and who an .. not Ptmdidates for <legreeH, may, if properly pre-
pared, Relect entirely from studies in these branches. The selec-
tions possible are as follows: First term: Botany, zoology and 
t>utomology. RePond term: Histology, botany, physiology and 
zoolo~y or embryology. Third term: Botany, histology, physi-
ology, and anatomy or paleontology. Fourth term: Zoology, 
pathology, comparative and human anatomy, aud botany. 
Geology. (PROFESSOR osBoRN.) 
IF or text-books used see pages 40 to 43. J 
Htudent..~ of the Henior class pursue this subject during the 
first term. A portion of the time is taken up with lectures; a re-
view of the geology of Iowa, and a study of typical fossils, while 
the quarries in the vicinity are visited by the students to examine 
the strata and secure specimens. In the Geological Museum stu-
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dents have access to a good collection of common rocks, mineralR 
and fossils, as well as to the series of \Vard casts. 
Astronomy (PROFESSOR HAlNBR.) 
(.For text-books used see pages 40 to 43.) 
During the first term of the Senior year ti Vt> exerriHes per 
\\ eelf are devoted to astronomy. The prinripal topic.~ Hturlied are 
aHtronomical instrument!-!; planetary motions; erlipi.;es, l·hronol-
ogy ; Atructure of the solar system; eom1tellatiom;; nehltla•; mo-
tiorn-1 and distances of stars; cosmogony. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
(THE PRESII>J<;N'l' AND PROl<'ERSORS W.I<;J,<_'11 A~I> S'l'AN'I'ON.) 
Psychology. (PROFESSOR WELCH. 1 
I For hst of books of reference see page!> 40 to 41· I 
Psyl'hology, which presents an analyi;iH of the int.ellel'tual 
powers, supµIies two distinct wants: 
First: Giving to the studPnt an insight into hiH own mental 
proresses, it enables hin1 to think with greater accuracy and 
1·learness on the various subjects that thereafter engage his atten-
tention; and since succesH in all the lines of human activity de-
pends on genuine thinking, psychology is one of the most practi-
eal of studies. 
Hecondly: Especially as taught here, it elucirlateR fully the 
fundamental principles anrl mutual relations of the industrial 
sciences comprised in the various courses of study. Thur,for ex-
ample, while botany and zoology arrange the useful plants nnrl 
animals into classes, psychology rlii;closes to the Rturlent the un-
tying principles of association which render such classitfoation 
possible. While chemistry n.nalyzei;i the fertilizers and the pro-
ducts whose growth they hasten, psychology reveah~ the method 
of reasoning on which such analyses proeeed. Moreover, the in 
<"ipient unit in each science, the processes of experimentation, 
cli~covery, and mathematical research, by which it advances, are 
all brought to light in the study of psychology. 1 
Fiually: It is by the study of psychology that we are enabled 
10 c•lassify the industrial sciences into closely related groups, thus 
~bowing that no student can become eminent in any one, with-
out studying the entire group to which it belongs. 
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It h~, then, apparent that the student cun scarcely reach the 
final hreudth and depth of science, without gaining from psychol-
ogy the ultimate principles of reasoning_ and clas.~ification on 
which it is based. 
Psychology occupies the 8eniof cla1:o1s, in the lecture room, five 
hours a week> duting the first term of the year. It is taught by 
daily lectures and the students make original investigations in 
the library, according to a syllabus prepared by the professor. "In 
the c.o·•rde of the term, each member write~ five essays on dif-
fereut psychological topics. Psychol9gy is a necessary antece-
dent to ~uch branclles as ethics, logic, and history of civilization. 
History of Civilization. (PR<H'Essou WELCH.) 
[For books of refert'uce see pages 40 tu 43.J 
'J'he study of those forces which promote civilization occu-
pie~ five hours a week in the lecture room during the second term 
of tbe 8e11ior year. One of the main objects sought in this study 
is to gain a <"lear knowledge of the origin a.nd progres3, up to the 
present time, of the practical sciences, arts and industries previ-
ouHly Htudied au<l practiced in the different industrial depart-
ments of the College. In this way it will be seen that the ~tudy 
of the history of civilization is in full harmony with the mdus-
trial courses and that the student can hardly attain the complete 
mastery of bis specialty until be knows it~ history as one of the 
civilizing forces. -
The attempt is also ma.de to give a clear, yet concise, history 
of the origin and growth of goyernment, religion, science, lan-
guage, education, industry and mechanic arts; in short, to scruti-
iuize rapidly the forces, hoth natural and superuatural, by means 
of which the primitive savage was, as the ~enturies passed, rne-
tamorphosed into the civHized man. 
The daily exercises consist of a lecture of twenty minutes on 
the methods of investigating each of the subject.s mentioned, and 
the remainder of the hour is occupied in hearing written reports 
from members of the class appointed to pursue, in the library, 
l'(peclal lin~ of research. In this work each member selects a 
topic in the history of the civilizing forces, which embraces the 
matter moSJ, nearly related to his future vocation. 
By the above method, it is believed,- the ha.hit of independent 
investigation is formed. As to the actual knowledge a.cquired, 
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riot bing further can be attempted than to lay well the foundation 
for future acquirements in a branch of learning whi<>h every 
)!Pnuine student will subsequently pursue. 
Ethics. (PRESIDENT f'HAMBERLAIN.) 
[For text· books and works of reference see pages 40 to 43 I 
The last term of the Senior year is devoted to a study of the 
i!roundwork of moral science. This study follows psychology or 
nwntal science in the course, because it must rest fundamentally 
upon it. Hiokock's Moral Science, revised by President Seelye, 
waH used as the principal text-book in 1887. The text-book for 1888 
has not yet been chosen. The text-book is supplemented by lect-
ures, the main object of the whole being to impres1:; upon the 
mind of the student the belief that man ha.~ a moral nature, that 
this world is, for man, a moral world, created and ruled by a 
Moral Being for moral ends. That, in no narrow sense, "honesty 
is the best policy;" that is, right conduct morally is the wisest set-
tled principle of action. That our spiritual environment favors 
right conduct. That there is ''a Power not ours~lve..~ that makes 
for righteousness," and that it is, in the highest sense, wise to 
work with, and not against, that Power. And, finally, that the 
< 'bristian Scriptures, apprehended by our reason, are on the wholP 
our best means of learning what is the mind and will of that Pow-
er. Principles are sought; mere questions of casuistry are avoided. 
'l'he last six weeks of the term is devoted to Civics. or a careful 
study of our Government_ and of our duties aB citizen8 of it. 
Political Economy-( PROFESSOR ST ANTON). 
[For text-books used see pages 40 to 431 
In this division of social science are taught, by text-books, 
familiar lectures and discussions, the laws of labor-its products 
and their costs; the principles of capital, money, foreign trade, 
tariff. taxation and all the influences that quicken or retard ex-, , 
1~bange. The student thus gains a thorough acquaintance with 
the scientific data that underlie and regulate industry, and be-
comes familiar with the principles that should determine all ques-
tions of public policy concerning which there is so wide a diversi-
ty of opinion. 
COMMERCIAL LAW. 
It is the aim in this study to present the general principles of 
law relating to ordinary business transactions. Contracts, agency. 
, 
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partnership, sale of goods, commercial paper, and real estate, are 
studied. rrhe Changes in the common law, made by the StatuteH 
of the Htate, are set forth by n1eaus of lectures. Particular atten-
tion is given to the forms of notes.. b~ drafts-, eh-eeks, etc., and 
by frequent reviews and examinations the st.udent is made famil-
iar with the requisites of the more common busine.ss papers. 
:p 
LITERATURE, LANGUAGE AND HISTORY. 
English Composition and Applied Rhetoric-(PR<>I<'E8SoR WELCH 
ANI> MR. KIRKPATRICK) 
I For t rxt·hooks used SN' pages 40 to 43 J. 
lnHtruetion in Englhd1 Composition is given during the first 
half of the Pre8hman year. 'rhe correct expression of thought 
through written language iH taught, and enforced by frequent ex-
erch~es. A clear knowledge of the grammatical structure of the 
}i~nglh~h Hentenee hi sought. A thorough knowledge of spelling, 
punctuation u.nct tlw proper rnw of capitals is presupposed, but if 
found to hP lacking on the part of uny, Rpeeial extra. drill is given, 
and work required. 
In the Recond half of the Freshman year the time of thr..ee 
recitatiom1 each week iii devoted t.o a s~rieR of exercises in applied 
rhetorit·, in whic>h tl.H" design is to familiarize the n1ind with those 
details of composition and expreRsion, which are most in requisi-
tion in practical life, and are mmally most neglected; going no 
furtht-r in the philo~ophy of thiH branch than these practical ends 
will iudh·ate and permit. The ntternpt iR to t:Rach the pupil to 
expres."I hiH thoughts clearly and forc•ibly hy means of writtE"n lan-
guagt>. 
English Literature-( PK01<'1<:ssoa BARRows). 
'rhree hours each week during the first t.er1n and tive hours 
each week during the second term of the Junior year are devoted 
to the study of English Literature. The first aim is to teach the 
<'lass how to read a great author. For this purpose selections from 
modern authors, especially Webster and Cowper, will be carefully 
studied, in much the same way in which Greek or Latin authors 
are read in classical schools. Then the student will be introduced 
to Chaucer, Hhakspeare, Bacon, Milton and other writers. The 
. course will conclude with a critical comparison of a Greek tragedy 
with a tragedy by Shaksp~are. 
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History-( PROF gHso R HAR Row H). 
In the Ladies' course History ~ taught, two exerci~es each 
wet·k, through the 8ophomore year. In the other cout"ReH it ha.~ 
five exercises each week in the first term of the F're1;l1111an year. 
Tlw History of Rome will be studied from the founding of the 
l'ity to the year 450 A. D, with whid1 date the class will pass to 
the study of the History of England. Creighton'H hriPf hiAtories 
are used in recitations, and in addition the "Kemirrnry :Method" iH 
Plllployed in the more thorough study of the moi-it important 
Ppochs. 
Latin-(PR<H'ERSOR BARR<>WH). 
'I1he study of Latin is confined to the Freshman yPar of thP 
1·ourse in Science, and the Freshman and Hophomore year8 of thP 
c•ourse for Ladies. As so few of the patronA of this College an• 
able to secure instruction in Latin at their homes. a beginning 
<'lass will be formed. Jones' Latin Lessons will lw U8ed, in ron-
nection with Allen and Greenough's Latin Orammur. Tht> Lati11 
t«:>xt-hooks for the next year will he the History of Eutropius, tlw 
Lives of Nepos, Select Poems of Ovid and the Aeneid of Vergil. 
Latin is studied in this College chiefly as a means of h•arning 
tht> principles of language, the etymology of English words, and 
tlw principles of English syntax. It is ab;io a valuable aid in 
IParning the nomenclature of the scienceH pursued here. The at-
tt->mpt is to teach it in the way best adapted to promote these «:>ndH. 
I 11 the view of Trustees and Faculty, the object of the College, ll8 
Ht"t forth in the Jaw of Congress making the land grants that form 
the munificent endowments of this anrt similar Htate c>ollege:-1, 
does not require that. extended study of the Latin language and 
literature which may be desiriihle in collegeH founded in another 
way and for a somewhat. different purpose. Huch knowledge iH 
acquired as shall be valuable in itself for the purposes namecl, alHI 
Hhall fit the pupil for further study himself should occasion re-
quire, and enable him -to teach Latin in any ordinary school. The 
< 1reek language is not taught. 
French-(PU.OFEssoR sTocKMAN!'ll, 1K87. \ 
11"'rench begins in the Freshman year and _extendi; for the 
g-t>ntlemen through one year, and for the ladies throug~ two 
YPars The chief r~ult obtained during the first year is the 
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ability to translate at sight into a~ from the language taught. 
The flrRt term is devoted entirely to the rules of pronunciation, 
grammar, and idiomatic> expressions, all of which are taught 
through the medium of the language studied. The student is 
expected, from the beginning~ to do original work outside of"the 
clas8-room and by black-hoard illustrations. This enables him to 
, .. become self-reliant in spelling _and construction, and greatly aids 
the memory. Every Friday an object-lesson is given which 111ust 
be reproduced by the pupils either verbally or in writing for the 
next lesson. Translations of" Lea Princes del 'Art," with illm;-
trated conversations occ>upy tlw second term. The principal 
work of tbe fir~t term of the Rophomore year is conversation and 
composition in the language Htudied, for which topics art>-
a..~signed from day to duy. Classical French plays, letter writing, 
and a course of lertures 011 the principal French authors, completeH 
tht> c>ourst> ill tlw ~P<>ond terru of the Kophomore year. 
German- --1 PROJ<'J-;RSOR HTocKMANN, 1887.) 
Oernrnn bt>gins in the .Junior year, and is optional in tht:> 
geutlenwn'l'I (•ourses, but wlw11 onee begun can not be e~cbanged 
for any other Htudy. The work of the first. term is outlined like the 
tin1t term in Frerwh. Translations from the works of Kc)rner and 
1'4chiller with illustrated conversations occupy the second terru. 
Etymology, letter writing, u.11d composition, with a course of 
lectures in conversation on the history of German literature and 
art, finishes tlw Htudy. The course is very short, but the different 
methods of language-teaching are so well combined in the work 
laid out that an ParneRt Htudent cau obtain good result.'i. 
Military Science and Tactics-(PRoI<'J<::ssoa LINCOLN.) 
It i~ not intended to complete the education of the thorough 
Holdier, but to fit young men for filling intelligently positions in 
the ~tate troops as line otflcer:-1 and company instructors. The 
<•onstant demand for men thm~ trained emphasizes the value of a 
thoroughly organized and well sustained military course. The 
chief advantages derived are the acquirement of a dignified car-
riage of the person, a gentlemanly deportment and a self-respect-
ing discipline, with habits of neatness, order and punctuality. 
Opportunities are afforded each cadet for extending the studies in 
military science a.~ desired, the College being provided with the 
necessary arms, accoutrements and outfits for drill and instruction 
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in the infantry, artillery, and signal tactic."!, for which special 
<·lasses will be formed. Lectures on military i;iubjPcts are deliv-
tire<l throughout the course, and regular batt~lion drill and dress 
parade tak-e place each Wednesday and Friday afteruoon. All male 
students of the ~ollege, except such .as 1na.y be excused for goo_d 
rt>ason by proper authority, are required to become members of the 
<·ollege battalion, and wear the prescribed uniform during military 
t-xercises. 
Elocution-( MRS. RihEY, 1888. l 
lnstruction in elocution is given in all the com·ses. 'rhe sys-
tem of voice culture is based upon the discoveries of modern 
Hcientists and removes all impurities from the voice, giving 
fullness, flexibility and power. A thorough physical train!ng 
is involved in this course, resulting in hnproved health as well 
a."I grace and ease of manner. The laws underlying the art of ex· 
pression are taught, so that the pupil L>ecomeR the master of 
principles and rules, not a mere imitator of a certain model. The 
philosophy of expression taught is that discovere(i by Delsarw 
in gesture, and that adaptation of the HyAtem to voice and 
rendering begun by ProfeS8or Lewis B. Mom·oo, and developed 
by Professor C. W. gmPrAon, of tht• Monrot> Conservatory of 
Oratory. 
Vocal and Instrumental Music, and Painting-\ MIAH GA1<,1t' ANI> 
MIAS GOWDY, 1887.) 
The above branches are not taught by law in the CoJlege cur-
riculum. Opportunities are afforded, however, to such as desire 
it to take leRsons upon the organ, the piano, in vocal trainingand 
in painting. 
THE PIANO FORTE.--In the study of this instruwent particu-
lar attention is given to technique as a necessary foundation for a 
perfeet mastering of the piano forte. The works used are tech-
nical studies of a high ~haracter and the compositions of the best 
writers. 
THE PIPE ORGAN. -The methods of George Whiting of the 
New England Vonservatory of Music, are followed as far as pos-
sible, and the Works of Kirk, Mendelsshon, Guilmant, Whit-
ing and ~th~ra. ~re used. No pupils are advised to take up the 
study of the Pipe Organ until somewhat advanced in piano forte 
' 
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playing. Charges per term of twenty lessbns upon the piano or 
organ ten dollars. For use of piano two hours' daily practice fifty 
cents per month. For use of piano one hom· daily practice twen-
ty-five cents per month. No pupils are taken for less than a full 
tem1, and no deduction will be made for temporary absence from 
lessons. 
VocAI, Musrc.-Instruction in vocal music is given in private 
lessons and to a choral class. The choral exercises are most effec-
tive in rendering works which train and strengthen the voice, 
and elevate the musical taste. Charges per tern1 of twenty half 
hour lessons, ten dollars. Choral class two lessons per week for 
four months, fC?~r dollars. 
PAINTING.-Charges per term of twelve lessons ten dollars. 
Materials can be obtained at the College. 
The Library-{MRH. RILEY, LIBRARIAN.) 
Tht- library numbers about eight thousand volunu."'H. These 
have been selected with referen<>e to the wants of the departments, 
the aim being to build up a working library, whieh shall furnish 
the student.'!, who are pursuing investigations beyond the ordinary 
text-bookM, with the best authorities and works of referenee. It is 
not the intention of the College to furnb1h in it..~ library a means 
of anrnsement, and while its officers hope to see the students u'Se 
the books freely, they expect that such use shall be ill all cases 
with a definite ohje<>t in view. As the Rtudent's stay in college is 
Hhort, and his timt- consequently of the greateAt value, he cannot 
atfQrd to waste it in tbe desultory reading even of good books. It 
is therefore urged upon students that they lay out for themselves 
«ourses of reading and study in the library, under the advice of 
the Librarian, or of some of the professors. It is urged further 
that students make frequent use of the .. l>ooks of reference recom-
mended by the teachers of the various college studies. 'rhe library 
is open from to A. M. to I~ A. !\f., from 2 P. M. to f) P. M., and from 
7 P. 1\£. to 9:45 P. 1\1, 
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The Course for Ladies. 
This course is much the same as the general course for gentle-
men, except that more titne is devoted to language and literature 
and less to pure and applied science. A careful examination of 
. the arrangement of studie8, (see tabulated arrangement, pages 
88-3B), will show that a lady may pursut> a language study through-
out the course and combine with it any two of the five named 
Hciences. A lady student, for example, niay take two yeu.rH of 
Latin and two years of Oernian or two arnl a half years of either 
Latin or Herman and a year and a half of ~,rench In addition 
to the other literary stu<lies the lady Mtuden t takeR botany one 
year and has the choice of any two of the following scienceH, viz: 
mathematics, physic."', chemistry, zoology, and vegetu.ble physi-
ology. Opportunities are given, to such U.."\ desire it, to takt' 
lessons in music and painting, and the very best instruetion iH 
provided in both these branches. Htudents in addition to recita-
tions and lectures upon the various topics in domestic economy 
receive practical training in all branC'heR of house-work u.ud general 
household management. They are not required to perform a 
greater amount of labor than is necel'4sary for the desired instruc-
tion. Other courses, eRpecially the Course in Kcience, are also 
open to ladies. 
I 
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The Cour'se in Agriculture . 
... 
The course is designed to meet the wan~ of such pupils as de-
sire an extended course in the sciences which underlie agriculture, 
with special reference to their practical application in the di versi-
fied industries of the farm. Particular attention is paid to the 
problem of economical production, and to the reduction of farm 
improvement and management to a science which shall elimi-
nate. us far as practicable, elementH of uncertainty, and teach well 
defined principles of succe~s. The course baR been framed to com-
bine that knowledge aud Rkill which will best prepare the pupil 
for the highest dernanils of agricultural industry. The distinctive 
work of the course is divided into the two departments-Agricul-
ture and Horticulture, and during the l4'resbman and Sophomore 
years is identical with the eourRe in ~cieneeR Related to the Iu-
dustries. 
\ Agriculture-( PR<>l"E880R SMITH ANU THE PRESIDENT.) 
\ 
In the first term, Freshman year, Stock Breeding is taught, 
two lessons per week. These lessons begin with lectures on the 
Breeds of Live Stock, their valuable points and fields of useful-
ness. For the laws of breeding, a text book is used together with 
such notes as are needed to round up the work according to the 
recent developments of the times. Lectures are also given on 
managing and judging stock, which are illustrated by the large 
variety of grade and thoroughbred stock on the College Farm. 
In the second term the Freshman class pursueB the study of 
Horticulture under Professor Budd. The auxiliary or supporting 
studies of the Freshman and other years may be seen in the sched-
ule of studies for the course in Agriculture, and the general plan 
in Horticulture may be seen from the remarks on Horticulture 
that immediately follow these on Agriculture. 
During their first term the Sophomores study agricul-
ture; first under Professor Smith for about ten weeks. By text-
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book and lectures he will 11id the clWols in tracing agriculture as an 
art to the several sciences on which it fundamentally rests, show-
ing it~ exact relations to each, and the aid that has been and may 
still further be derived from each by the educated, p1·actical farm-
er. Attention will be given during this part of the term to the 
i-eeding, care and management of farm live stock; both to the sci-
entific principles that underlie, and to the practical art that is at 
last, really built thereon. 
During the last six or seven week8 of this term. President'. 
Chamberlain will give a course of from twelve to fifteen lectures 
on practical agriculture. The course will embrace the following 
general subjects: The inducements of farming as an occupation 
for the educated; soils,-their formation, composition, varieties and 
proper management; tile and other drainage,-principles, effects 
and methods of doing the work; farm buildings,-prinoiples that 
determine their form, character and 1ocation,-the model burn; 
farm crops,-kinds, rotatiom:i adaptations to soH, cJimate, market, 
&c.; tilluge,-principles, implements, methods, results; manures, 
-their elements, uses and methods of saving and applying; com-
mercial fertilizers, composition, manufacture, uses, defects; clo-
ver,-~ts uses as food and as manure, and in rotations of crops; 
farm machinery,-principles of construction, uses, management, 
repairs, care and preservation; specialty farming and mixed farm-
i ng,-advantages of each, principles that govern the choice be-
tween the two; general business management of the far1n. 
8tudents will be required to take notes, and recite daily on the 
lecture of the preceding day. Occasional field lectures \VlU famil-
iarize the student with the details of the above topics. It is be-
lieved that few institutions have so complete fa.ciliti~s for illustra-
tion in Agriculture and the care of stock as are found in the ayate-
matic divisions of improved stock, horses cattle, sheep and swine, 
and the arrangements of fields, buildings and machinery upou 
the Colleg~ Farm. 
During their second term the Sophomores study Horticulture 
under Professor Budd. See remarks on that subject below. 
Thus far the studies in Agriculture are pursued by all young 
men in the College except those who have definitely chosen one 
of the courses in Mechanic Arts or in Veterinary Medicine. The 
studies are therefore thus far of a more general character, furnish-
1ng valuable mental drill and giving information that is valuable 
in any walk of life. • 
, .. 
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At the beginning of the Junior year, ho\vever, the Agricultu-
ral course and the "Course in Hciences Related to the Industries" 
diverge 1mmewhat. This is to enable those who wish to pursue 
agriculture or horticulture as a life work to devote n1ore time to 
Rpecial studies In those direction~than it is deemed wise to require 
of those who intend to follow an~of the other ''several pursuits 
and professions of life." Hpecial Horticulture is pursued under 
Professor Budd, while all the studies of the term (see schedule of 
studies) are such as it seems abmlut.ely necessary for the educated 
farmer, stockman, nurseryman, horticulturist, landscape gardener 
or professor of agriculture ·to pursue. Indeed the same is true of 
all the subRequent studies of this course. 
In the second term of the Junior year instruction in the dairy 
is given tw<Ydayl!! per week, during which the following among 
other topics are discussed iu a practical way: Essential points of 
the dairy cow; the best breeds and crosses; food and management; 
milk, its constituents, and its value as food; practical dairying and 
the manufa.cture of butter and cheese by the most approved n1eth-
ods. 'ro illustrate and demonstrate the various problems there is 
upon the farm a dairy of seventy cows, composed of pure S~ort­
horns, Holstein and Jerseys, with their grades. The dairy barn 
iH ample for eighty cows, and has facilities for storing food and 
making exp.eriments upon a corresponding scaJe. The creamery 
iR a substantial structure, with a full supply of improved apparat-
us, which will be put and kept in excellent repair for the class of 
tH88 and for succeeding clas8es. 
'rbe studies of the 8enior year are almost wholly special, as 
will be seen by exan1ining the schedule; and while they are tbor-
ougllly scientific, spec1al care is taken to make them as thoroughly 
practical by means of constant illustration, experiment and prac-
tice, in laboratory, stock yard, barn and field. The excellent Vet-
erinary Department of the College gives rare facilities for the 
study of the anatomy, physiology, hygiene, diseases, treatment 
and care of domestic animals; and the &.gricultural students are 
given every opportunity to avail themselves of these facilities. 
Horticulture and Forestry-( PROFESSOR BUDD.) 
'l'hese studies form a part of the Course in Agriculture. Hingly 
a.nd alone the time allotted to this technical line of study and 
practice could accomplish little more than to make the student 
familiar with some of the leading modes and methods of empiri-
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cal gardening, considered mainly as a mere art. Supported, how-
ever, by the full cour13e in natural sciences, the routine of horti-
cultural operations rises above the level of unreasoning custom to 
the rank of applied science. The cultivated plant becomes a 
thing of life, varied in vitality, habit of growth, and fruitfulness 
by conditions of soil and air mere or less under control. 
The studies begin with the second term of the Freshma.u year. 
No text hookH are w~ed in this or the 8ophon1ore year, us in the 
considera.tion of the subjects of small-fruit growing, orchardiug, 
lawn-planting, flower-border, and forestry, we have no text book 
as yet adu.pted to our prairie soil and climSrte. Instruction h~ im-
parttad by lectures, making every possible use of the many in-
structive object lessont-t of the grounds, the nurseries, the orchards 
and the horticultural 1nuseum. 
The supporting studies in botany, chemh~try, entomology, 
agriculture, etc., fit the class for the intelligent consideration of 
theoretical horticulture as outlined in "Lindley's Theory of Hor-
ticulture," enabling the student to comprehend important princi-
ples pertaining to vital force, germination, root and stem growth, 
leaf formation and functions, climatic adaptation, etc., intimately 
associated in our Htate with failure or varied degrees of success in 
all horticultural operations. 
l\fgANS 01<' PRACTICAi, 11 ... l,.USTRA'J'lON. 
I. The vegetable gardens. 
:..!. The flower borders. 
:~. 'fhe ornamental groundH. 
·L rfhe experimental nurserieH . 
• &). Theexperimental orchardH. 
tl. 'rhe small fruit plantations 
7. The forestry plantations. 
H. The propagating rooms. 
H. The propagating pits under gla8S. 
10. The collection of native and cultivated woods. 
11. The collection of injurious and beneficial insects. 
1:!. The set of abnormal and diseased growths. 
13. A set of fac-simile fruit casts. 
14. The horticulture museum, now accumulating. 
LA HOR. 
To illustrate each branch, and enable the student to become 
familiar with methods and processes, a.lid acquire some skill, be 
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is expeeted to engage in such labor as will best promote a knowl-
edge of the particular study in hand for about five hours each 
week under the instruction of Professor or foreman. Such labor 
eombined with instruction il:'l, in the courseofAtudy, denominated 
., .. .,iel<l Lectures with Praetice'' or Farm and Oarden Instruction. 
The Course 1n Mechanical Enq1neerni.q. 
The object of the ·~ourae of Ktudy and practice iu this depart-
n1ent (of which Professor Hassett is Dean, or Professor specially 
in charge) is to impart a thorough knowledge of the application of 
mathematics. drawing, and the use of tools to the designing, tnan-
ufacture and operation of machinery. In addition to the tech-
nical instruction given, the course also provides the means of 
obt!\ining a liberal eduen.tion. 
In the FreHhn1an year the studies punmed are much the same 
ll8 in the course iu Sciences Related to the Industries. Free-han<l 
drawing, however, is given four hours per wt>ek u.n<l is of a. t.·bar-
acter adapted to engineering work. 
In the Hophornore year plane trigonometry, land surveying, 
phyto1ics, cbemistry, aud descriptive geometry constitute the lead-
ing studies. Mecha111cal drawiug is continued through the 
Hecund term and consistH of a progreHsive series of studies and 
exercises in shading, Hhadows aud projectiom~. 
The tin1e set. upart for drawing in the Junior yettr iH ahuoi::;t 
wholly occupied in making working drawings, i:;howiug eleva-
tion, plan and sectional view~ of parts of various machines used 
or huilt in the machine Hhop. 
During the second term Hpecial attention is given toelectricity 
as applied in electric lighting systems. 
The entire time of the student in the Senior year is given to 
special work in Mechanical Engineering, consisting of tber-
1nodynamics principles of mechanism, designing, study of the 
steam engine, drawing, shop work, and preparation of Thesis. 
Working drawings of an orignul design for an automatic (mt-off 
steam engine are begun at the corn mencemen t of this year, lecture8 
on the steam engine and other prime movers being given as the 
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class progresses. Instruction for the second term consists of lectures 
on mechanical engineering sui1jects, and a series of tests of the 
steam engines and boiler used in the work-~hops and for electric 
lighting. Iu addition to the completion of the drawings of the 
steam engine, begun in the first term, each student is required to 
make a finished thesis drawing. 
The professor iu charge will !:!elect such dr.awillb"8 as he shall 
desire from the set made by the students in this course, to become 
the property of the department; or he nmy require any student 
to make one or more drawings especially for the departn1ent. 
The 1nachine and carpenter shops of the department are 
equipped with steam power, machinery, benches, and small tools 
suitable for the practical work of the courHe. 
rrhese shops are conducted on the plan of a 1nanufacturing 
establishment, the students being employed in the construction 
of machinery and wood work to be used by the College or sold in 
the market. Htudents enter the shop as worktnen and are taught 
to make thingH that are to be used, rather tbau those designed to 
suit a tht.>oretical view of mechanical training. 
The products of the shops are de~igned with particulai· refer-
ence to their value as a 1neans of instruction a1:1 well ns for their 
money value when completed 
Students are re<·1uired to work in the shops ten hours per week 
throughout the eour~~, and ure nuder the instruction of a skilled 
foreman. 
The Course 1n C1v1l E11g1neering. 
This Couno;e tof which Professor Mount is Dean, or Professor 
~pecialJy in charge) is similar lo that in 1nechanical engineering, 
and also, though in a less degree, to the sci~nce course, as will be 
noticed upon examination of the several courses of study. 
The Freshman year and the firBt term of the Sophomore year 
are devoted mainly to preliminary studies including algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, land surv~ying, drawing, descriptive 
geometry, and language. In the second term, Hophornore year, 
the principal s\~ies are analytical geometry ,descriptive geometry, 
railroad surveyh\g,(with field practice)and physics. In connection 
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with "the cl8.88 work in descrlpti ve geometry u. i;eries of drawing 
problemR comprising some twenty plates, is prepared hy each 
Htudeut. 
In the ti rat ter1n, .I unior yea1·. students have ('alculus and a 
continuation of clescriptive geometry. As in the previom;; 
term, the preparation of drawings and pra<'ti<'e in thP field con-
8_ti~µte a leading feature of the work. ~,.. 
In the second tern1, .Junior yeu.t'. studt>nt..-; have analytieal ' 
mechanics, and the survey an<l location <>Ta i;hort line ofrailroad, 
including the complete niapping of the same. 
O\Jring the Renior year the i;tudy of bridges formH au import-
ant feature of the work. A bridge, including working drawings 
of all details, is deBigued during the 8t:w.ond term hy each stud~nt.. 
Huch other subjects aH retaining walls, speci ficationH and eon-
traets, sanitu.ry engineering, Ptc., are also studied during thiB 
year. 
In all studies taught, it is the object to give practical as well 
us theoretical knowledge, and for this purpose a large amount of 
druughting and field work is required of each Htudent. The 
department is well supplied with field instruments, drawings, ' 
blue prints, models; draughting tables, etc., many of whi('h are 
the work of its own students. 
The Courst-1 111 Ileter111dr:1 S1;u-:ncf-!. 
\-' TlllCt'.t. \E.\HI' 111t'ICl"t .• ) 
It is the purpostt of this course or <lepart1He11t {of which Dr. 
Htalker is Dean, or Professor specially in <'harge, and Professor 
Fairchild is a principal special iustructor and lecturer), to trdin 
students for prncti<>e in veterinary medicine. 'fhe unatomy of the 
horse is the special object of study, but huportant 1-1truetural dif-
ferences of other domestic animals are carefully noted. The 
lectures on anaton1y are illustrated by means of plates, models, 
skeletons and prepared specimens of the ·organs. A convenient 
and well-furnished dissecting room affords the students every 
faeility for anatomical work. 
ZooLOGY.-ln the second ter1n of the J:t.,reshman and first 
term of the Junior year there are two recitations per week in 
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zoology dealing mainly· with vt>rtebrates. During this time the 
!'ltudent spends one afternoon ~n('h Wf'Pk in the laboratory in the 
d ht"'t><'tion of typi<•ttl forms. . 
AN ATOl\I Y iR taught during foul' tenns aR seen bb the schedule 
of studies for the Veterinary Coursf'. 
HIS1'0LOGY ANH PHYRIOLOUY .-This embraces systen1ati<' 
histology, which is taught by lecturt>.s throughout the first term of 
the Freshman year, a.ndepra('tical hh~tology, including the micro-
scopic study of the tiRsue.s of the animal body. The various 
1nethodR of preparing tissues for ml('roscopic examination are 
taught with the object of familiarizing the eye of the student with 
the minute anatomy of the tiRsues of the animal rody. -
PHvs101,onv is taught in the first term of the Junior year by 
lectures, recitations and demonstrations. Physiology is car1·ied 
along with 1nierrn~copical anatomy. Labratory facilities are 
offt>red to st.udents who desire to engage in original work. 
PATHOLOffY.-Patbologlcal specimens of all kinds are brought 
before the <'luss for the purpo~e of familiarizing the student with 
the appearance of disem.:ied tissues. The relations of pathological 
histology to the principleH of medicine and surgery are carefully 
studied, an'l tht> advanct-s made in the application of the micro-
scope to exact pathology fully considered. The use of the micro-
R('ope in the study of pathological specimens for.!lls nu important 
part of the lahoratory work during the la."lt term of the Senior 
year 
B<>TANY.-ln the Recond tRfln of bis Freshman year the 
Htudent acquaints himself with general botany, and gives some 
attention to the identification of plants In the spring term of bis 
.Junior year the student takt>~"' up syHtematic botany and makes a 
" collection of fifty Hpecies uamed and mounted. He is made 
familiar with bacteria and the germ theory of disease In the ftrRt 
term of the Senior year. 
CHEl\lISTRY.-The elementary chemistry is the same as that 
given in the first term of the Sophomore year of the Science 
Course. In the Senior year the work includes the detection of 
poison; analysis of urine from healthy and dit:Jeased animals, 
examinationR of food, and of water; qualitive and quantitative 
analysis of the secretions f n, and excretions from, the 
body, together with such work as the clinical department may 
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require. Students also compound or make medicines required by 
the department. During the second term original work is 
required. 
THERAPEUTICS.-The physiological action and therapeutical 
value of medicines used in veterinary practice are carefully con-
-·---"'Stdered~throughout-the--Sen·i:&-year-.----- ·------·..:--:-·-~- ··-------··-·-·--~~--
VETERINARY MEDICINE AND 8URGERY.-T11ese subjects em-
brace theoretical and practical instruction in the treatment.of dis-
eases to which all domestic animals are subject, as well as the 
theory and practice of surgery. Memb"ers of the Senior class are 
made familiar with the m~es of instruments and the administration 
,,. of medicines. 
C1,1N1cs.-One hour each day is devoted to clinics. The Sen-
iors are required to examine animals for certificates of soundness, 
diagnose diseases and prescribe for the same. 
11 his Department is really a College of Veterinary Medicine 
und Hurgery, and has the fullest equipments for thorough instruc-
tion and practice. The course of study leads to the degree of Doc-
tor of Veterinary Medicine, {l>. Y. M. I 
A THREE YEARS COURSE.-It will be noticed that beginning 
with 18AA the Veterinary course is made a three years course. This 
is chiefly to make the course technically more complete, but part-
ly to give time for spe('ial drill in general science, and in the 
use of the English language for those who from early disadvant-
ageH may be deficient therein. 
The Course In Domestic Economy. 
Owing to changes in this Department the ~pecial postgraduate 
course has been temporarily suspeuded. It will be re-established, 
however, ns soon as the new Ladies' and i.Jomestic Economy Hall 
ie compl~ted, or as special demand shall require. :Meantime regu-
lar instruction in domestic economy and hygiene will be given to 
the ladies in the college classes by Mrs. Eliza Owens, the newly 
appointed Professorofdomesticeconomy; to whom themostcordial 
aid and e_very facility for efficient work will be extended by Trus-
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tees and Faculty. It is the earnest desire of both these bodies in-
cluding the new Professor to build up this most useful and popular 
Department The Department or course is based upon the belief 
that no industry is more important to human happiness than that 
which helps to make home, and that a pleMant home is an essen-
tial element of broad culture, and one <1f the surest safeguards of 
__ ,._ inora1ify ar:iaVTrfue. Tt Wasorga'fltze"c:tt:o-meet"'the wa1It'rof-pu---
pils who desire a knowledge of the principles that underlie do-
mestic economy, and the s.tudies are specially arranged to ~rnish 
women instruction in applied housekeeping nu.d in the aits and 
. ' Rciences relating thereto; to incite them to a fttithful performance 
of the every-day duties of life, and to insph·e them with a belief 
in the noblenes...~ and dignity of a true womanhood. 
No calling requires for its perfect mastery more of practice 
combined with theory, than that of dorr1esUc economy, and stu-
• dents in addition to recitations and lectureR on the various topics 
of the course, receive practical training in ull branches of house-
work, in the purchase and care of family suppJieR, and in general 
household management. 
- General and Special Remarks. 
HPECIAL LINES OF HTUDY. 
Any person of mn.ture age and good moral character, who de-
Rires to pursue studies in any department of instruction of the 
college, and who is not. a candidate for a degree, will, upon ap-
plication to the President, be admitted on the following condi-
tions: (1.) He must meet the requirement.a for admission to the 
Freshman class and pass such special examinations as the ProfeH-
sor in charge of the department selected shall deem essential to a 
profitable pursuit of the work. (2.) He shall confine his work 
strictly to the line of study chosen at the time of admis-
sion, and shall take enough of class work and of laboratory and 
other practice to be equivalent to the amount of work required of 
the regularly classified student. (3} He shall subndt to thesame 
requirements in daily recitations and in examinations, with stu-
.... 
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dents in the regular courses. Kuch students will be permitted to 
room and board in the dormitories of the et1llege if the regularly 
classified Rtudents do not occupy all the rooms. 
Students who have suceessfully pursued thus a spec>ial line of 
study in the Institution, but not Emch as to entitle them to gradu-
, ~t!?!_l_,_ wi_ll, ~£?_~.~P~.i~~~!?}J~ t~ t.~~-:~~~~~~~ 1 , ~~ .~1:~~~~~- th.~ ~2~~~ ~--- .. 
fege (~ert1flcate showmg their Atandmg in Auc>h Rtn<l1t>s. 
HIHHEH DEOR~~EK. 
Kuc>h degrees are conferred uµou candidates recomn1euded uy 
. the Ji"'aculty, in conformity with the following rules: 
1. rrhe degree of Master of Science ( M. Re.) is open to Bachel-
ors of Hcience who are graduates of the course in the Aciences Re-
lated to the lnduRtries, and before 1881, of the course in the 
HciencPs rP.laterl to Agri<•nlture, and of the Ladies Course of this 
(~ollege. 
2. The degree of Mechani<·al Engineer (M. E.) is open to 
Bachelors of Mechani<·al gngineering, and to Bac>helors of Hcien~e 
before 1878, who are graduatt>i-1 of the Medmnic>al Engineering 
( 
1ourse of thiR ( 1ollegip. 
a. The degree pf Civil Engineer (C. E.) is open to Bachelors 
of Civil Engineering, and to Bachelors of Kcience before 1878, who 
are graduates of the f1ivil ~~ngineering Com'fle of this College. · 
4. The degree of Mast.er of Philosophy (M. Ph.) is open to 
graduates of any of the four-year eourses of study in this College. 
The Faculty will re<.'ommend for the above degrees candi-
dates otherwise<1ualified who, after taking their Bachelor's degree, 
Hhall pursue a two years course of study embracing at least two 
Hubjects selected with the approval of the Faculty from tlae list of 
post-graduate studies, and shall, during that time, reside at the 
College for at least one yE>arrand shall pass a thorough examina-
tion upon that course, Hhowing in one of the subjects special at-
tainments, and shall present a satisfactory thesis. 
Ee.ch resident graduate must apply in writing for examina-
tion at least six weeks before the annual meeting of the Board of 
. Trustees, stating explicitly the subject in which he desires to be 
examined, and, at the time of examination, (which may be four 
w~ks ..,before the meeting of the Board,: hP must present to the 
· li"'aculty his final thesis. 
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POR'l'-GRAI>UA1'g HTUDIEA. 
Instruction and opportunities for advanced study are given in 
the following branches to post-graduate students, provided that 
undergraduate work shall not qualify a sturlent for n. pm~t-grndu­
ate degree: 
--· -; ~--R~~h_o log,y."--· :.!. _T}.~~ -~!!J!~i:'~l)~~-t1....!~<!i~1~~-~- H!Jci~t!­
l':'lmence. 4. Engh~h and American Literature. 5. The ~cien<'t' 
of Language. H. Physiological botany. 7. 1'4ystematic botany. . 
8. Zoology anrl fi~ntomology. fl. Original <leRigns of engineer-
ing structures. 10. Veterinary pathology n.1ld mn.terla medica. 
11. The principles of heredity. I!!. Applied mechanics. l:i. 
Agricultultural and organic <'11emistry. H. Physics. Fi. Analy-
tical geometry and calculus. 16. Horticulturt> aud Forestry. 17. 
Agriculture. lH. l•'rench, ( ~ermu.n an<l Latin. In. History, ad-
vanced. ~o. Ethi(•s. 
EXAM IN A'rION~, ~PI•;c1 AL NO'l'lCI•;. 
Examinations for promotion from each college class to the 
next higher in the course occur only during the last full week df 
the Fall term and Uw firHt week of the 1-\pring term en.ch year. 
1-\tudents who teach school during the winter will be expected so 
to arrange the titnt• of beginning and of closing their schools as to 
be present at one of these regular examinations. Atudents who 
do not teach will of course he expe<.>ted to be present. Hickness 
and actual inability will be held to bt> the only valid excusee for 
absence. 1-\pecial or private examinations can not be held to suit 
the convenience of studentH. 'ro hold them thus would be admn-
8.J.!e to all the classes and an injustice to the Faculty. The same 
general regulations hold good in regard to the examinations at 
the close of the Spring term in June and at the beginning of the 
Fa.II term in July. The success of the College, and of each stu-
dent in it, depends upon the rigid enforcement of the above regu-
lations. 
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